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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Meeting our climate goals and reducing harmful air pollution that especially burdens environmental justice communities will require a dramatic shift away from fossil fuel–powered vehicles and toward more plug-in electric cars, trucks, and buses.\(^1\) In fact, we are already seeing increasing demand for electric vehicles (EVs) and expect this demand to accelerate this year and over the coming years. This is good news.\(^2\)

EVs require large rechargeable batteries, and those batteries contain minerals that must be mined—specifically lithium, nickel, cobalt, manganese, and graphite.\(^3\) Unfortunately, mineral mines can contaminate surrounding waters and ecosystems, jeopardize the health and safety of local communities and workers, and run roughshod over sacred Indigenous lands.\(^4\) But EV batteries did not create this problem and are far from the only products that require mined materials. Minerals are in countless items we use every day including laptops, cell phones, home appliances, and even the goalposts and cones used in sports and the buttons and zippers on pants and jackets.

Now that EVs and other clean energy technologies designed to reduce environmental impacts rely on the poorly managed mining industry, calls to clean up centuries of harm from the mining industry are getting louder. EVs could serve as a catalyst to clean up the dirty mining industry’s act.

Moreover, EVs will always be a more environmentally friendly choice than fossil fuel–powered cars simply because they do not rely on continuous fossil fuel extraction, which has destroyed aquifers, polluted the air, and harmed the health of so many people over the past century.\(^5\) In 2021 alone, the U.S. transportation sector used 4.86 billion barrels of oil—that’s enough barrels to cover more than 300,000 football fields, an area 25 percent larger than the entire city of Los Angeles.\(^6\) Once this oil is burned, it is gone forever.

Conversely, an old EV battery is essentially a small mineral reserve filled with extremely concentrated and high-quality materials like lithium and nickel that can be reused again and again.\(^7\) Transitioning to EVs creates an opportunity to reduce long-term reliance on extractive industries that will never be an option for fossil fuel vehicles.

To successfully transition away from fossil fuels, we need to mine minerals for EVs, but we need to do it right. Without appropriate protections in place, EV mineral extraction could end up mimicking the harms of dirty fossil fuel extraction. As we ramp up the production and processing of minerals to meet clean energy needs over the coming years, regulators and industry will need to implement new strategies and policies, such as improved waste management, cleaner extraction technologies, and community engagement and consent for siting that will reduce the impacts of mining as much as possible.\(^8\)

This paper focuses on the most effective strategy to limit the harms from battery supply chains: reducing the type and amount minerals needed. While there are many actions that will reduce the harmful impacts of extracting minerals, these harms cannot be fully mitigated because extraction inherently requires some level of energy, land, and chemical use.\(^9\) Therefore, reducing the amount of mining needed is key to reducing harms. Given the rapid increase in EV production and sales, increasing material efficiency though improvements in battery technology, second-life applications for vehicle batteries, and better recycling will pay dividends over the coming years and decades. These are long-term policies that will not eliminate the need for mining of battery materials. However, they will reduce the amount of new mining we will need in the future and put us on the road to a truly clean and just economy.

The federal government has recently taken steps toward strategically building environmentally responsible EV battery supply chains in the United States through the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL or Infrastructure Law) and the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA or Climate Law).\(^10\) However, not enough of the funding in this legislation—or strategic planning—is currently going toward reducing the amount of minerals we need.

Building a low-impact and more circular battery supply chain can be achieved by:

I. Decreasing reliance on difficult-to-access critical minerals through technological improvements. For example, the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Technologies Office should direct funding toward improving material efficiency in EV battery manufacturing; the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) should make batteries a specific category in prize programs such as its Green Chemistry Challenge and in the ecolabel certifications it funds, like the Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT); and DOE should continue to award grants through BIL to commercial scaling of improved battery chemistries and ensure that research and development of novel chemistries is also supported.
II. Extending electric vehicle battery life spans through second-life applications. For example, EPA and the U.S. Department of Transportation should create a separate category for used lithium-ion EV batteries within their hazardous waste regulations to reduce unnecessary barriers and costs to reuse (and recycling), EPA should enforce national battery labeling requirements based on the Global Battery Alliance’s Battery Passport through the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and DOE’s Vehicle Technology Office should explore opportunities to expand funding for battery health testing and second-use research and commercial scaling beyond the $73.9 million for R&D available through BIL.

III. Closing the loop: recycling, end-of-life, and recycled materials markets. For example, DOE should expand funding for the ReCell Center’s research on battery recycling methods that minimize impacts and maximize recovery rate; the State Department, if possible, should include batteries as one of the next sectors of focus for the First Movers Coalition to encourage public–private collaboration on battery supply chain issues; EPA should set recovery rate targets for battery recycling like those in the E.U. Sustainable Batteries law and require that all EV batteries be recycled; and DOE should prioritize high recovery efficiencies in its selection criteria for BIL grants.

Beyond the technology itself, public policies should provide people with the variety of cleaner transportation options and encourage the use of more efficient vehicles so that fewer minerals are needed in the first place. All of these actions that support more efficient use of minerals and decrease the need for mining must occur in parallel with much-needed mining reform.

The task before us is to produce the minerals we need for a cleaner economy in the best way possible so that we can, once and for all, put the harms from fossil fuels in the rearview mirror.
TRANSITIONING TO ELECTRIC VEHICLES IS CRUCIAL FOR REDUCING GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS AND TOXIC SMOG—but we must limit harmful impacts of battery supply chains

The U.S. transportation system is responsible for more than 31 percent of our nation’s greenhouse gas emissions, the largest share of any sector. That’s 1.82 billion metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year—more than the transportation emissions from Russia, India, and China combined. Beyond carbon, transportation is also a leading source of pollutants like particulate matter and carbon monoxide that directly impact public health, especially in environmental justice (EJ) communities (i.e., communities where discrimination based on characteristics such as socioeconomic status and race has caused increased exposure to environmental harm and lack of access to benefits and decision making processes, also referred to as frontline communities or overburdened communities). Moreover, oil extraction to provide fuel for gas-powered transit has led to the obliteration of entire forests, spills that contaminate drinking water and jeopardize entire freshwater and ocean ecosystems, and carcinogenic emissions from wells that have harmed millions of people in the United States alone.

For decades, EJ communities living near freight transportation hubs have been leading the movement for cleaner operations in the transportation sector, including transitioning to zero-emission operations. To answer these demands and to address the massive impact of the U.S. transportation system on public health and climate change, U.S. decision makers must prioritize the replacement of internal combustion engine vehicles with zero-emission vehicles. The majority of these zero-emission vehicles will likely be plug-in electric vehicles (EVs) powered by batteries.

The electrification of our transportation sector will substantially reduce or may even eliminate many of the climate and health impacts associated with fossil fuel supply chains and vehicle emissions. For example, over their life span, the average electric sedan and pickup truck are currently responsible for less than half the greenhouse gas emissions of their gasoline-powered equivalents (including emissions from mineral production and battery manufacturing)—and the emissions reductions and air quality benefits from EVs will continue to improve as more and more of the electricity that charges them comes from renewable resources.

Although the transition to EVs reduces impacts from the fossil fuel industry, it can increase impacts from other industries. Shifting to EVs is increasing demand for large batteries that present their own supply chain impacts and challenges associated with mineral extraction, material processing, and manufacturing, such as geographic concentration of materials and supply chain activities, environmental contamination, and human rights and labor concerns.

Shifting away from a transportation system dependent on massive oil fields and continuous pushes to drill in new communities and in wild places will provide enormous environmental and public health benefits. But decision makers must not allow transportation electrification to simply shift the impacts of the transportation sector from one community to another. Instead of further burdening communities historically overburdened by transportation pollution and mineral and fuel extraction, decarbonization should benefit these communities, including through improved mobility choices and accessibility for all. To ensure that the transition to EVs does not cause undue harm, it is vital that meaningful community engagement occur early and often in any project, policy, or program development.

This brief focuses on how to make the necessary transition to EVs more sustainable by reducing the need for newly mined materials for EV batteries, in tandem with mitigating the impacts of mining.
The Complexity and Mineral Requirements of Electric Vehicle Battery Supply Chains Must Be Understood in Order to Meet Demand While Minimizing Impacts

Electric vehicle batteries contain many materials and components that are sourced from around the globe. This makes their supply chains complex, creating challenges in meeting demand as well as opportunities for inefficiency and harm. Understanding that complexity is necessary to implement holistic solutions that overcome challenges in meeting demand while minimizing inefficiencies and harms.

Battery packs are made up of housing and wiring materials like aluminum that connect many small battery cells containing minerals, many of which are designated “critical minerals.” The designation refers to a specific list of minerals that are defined by the Department of Interior based on their constrained supply, distribution concentration risk, and ties to economic or national security. The designation of the materials on the list, routinely updated by the Department of the Interior, is subjective.

Currently, there are 50 minerals considered critical. Current clean energy technologies rely on high volumes of 11 of these, resulting in increased demand for minerals with already constrained supply. Five of the 11—lithium, cobalt, nickel, manganese, and graphite—are commonly used in today’s leading lithium-ion battery technologies. Many minerals that are on the official critical minerals list are necessary for technologies unrelated to the clean energy transition, and some rare earth elements and other metals, like copper, that are necessary for clean energy transition technologies, including batteries, do not currently meet the definition of “critical.” Therefore, terms like “battery minerals” and “transition minerals” better encompass the mineral needs for electric vehicle batteries and other clean energy technologies. However, current laws, regulations, and executive orders use the term “critical minerals” when referring to minerals used in EV batteries and other clean energy technologies, which may allow minerals unrelated to the energy transition to benefit from clean energy policies and funding.

Because EV batteries contain so many elements that must be individually mined and processed before being brought together for manufacturing, electric vehicle battery supply chains include many participants across the globe. The stages of the supply chain progress from upstream extraction to downstream battery manufacturing to recycling (Figure 1).

The mining industry is responsible for the upstream portion of battery supply chains including identifying and exploring mineral reserves, which can take several years and require drilling for samples to see where minerals exist in quantities economical to mine. After an economically and technologically feasible area for mining has been found, mining begins as ores—sediments mixed with valuable minerals—are extracted from these resources. These ores are then transported to a facility where they are processed to remove extraneous materials and refined to a quality suitable...
Once refined, electrode manufacturers use these materials to make cathodes and anodes—the “positive” and “negative” sides of the battery, respectively—and send the electrodes to downstream processing or facilities that make battery cells (Figure 2). Finally, the battery cells are sent to yet another manufacturing process or facility where they are assembled into large packs that can then be used in electric vehicles. At the end of the downstream portion of this supply chain, batteries can be reused or recycled so that their materials can be recovered and used in new batteries.

Cooperation between these streams can be complicated due to challenges related to national industrial capacity and security, enforcement of standards and best practices, and information monitoring and sharing.

**Geographic Concentration of Critical Mineral Stocks and Supply Chain Activities Creates Bottlenecks and Vulnerabilities**

Coordination between stages of battery supply chains is made simultaneously more important and more difficult by the natural concentration of many minerals needed for EV batteries in a handful of countries. More than 50 percent of lithium and cobalt reserves (i.e., located and economically accessible stocks) are in Chile and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), respectively; manganese reserves are concentrated in South Africa, Ukraine, Brazil; graphite is concentrated in Russia, China, and Brazil; and nickel is concentrated in Indonesia, Australia, and Brazil. Regarding ongoing extraction activities, Argentina, Chile, Australia, and China combined make up 90 percent of current global lithium production, and 60 percent of current cobalt extraction takes place in the DRC. In 2021, U.S. manufacturing relied on imports for 100 percent of its graphite and manganese, more than 75 percent of its cobalt, about 50 of the nickel it used, and more than 25 percent of lithium.

This geographical concentration extends beyond upstream mineral extraction to midstream supply chain activities. According to an International Energy Agency (IEA) analysis, China alone accounts for over half of all cobalt, graphite, lithium, and manganese processing, 70 percent of cathode and 86 percent of anode production, and more than 75 percent of lithium-ion battery cell manufacturing. Much of the remaining cathode production and cell manufacturing is located in nearby Japan and South Korea.

The geographic concentration of mineral reserves and midstream supply chain activities in countries with weak governance structures and political conflict leaves supply chains vulnerable to bottlenecks and price volatility. For example, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has caused prices of transition minerals like nickel to soar and fluctuate amid concerns over supply from Russia, a leading global source of nickel. Supply chain activities that occur after extraction, like mineral processing and cathode and anode production, can be more quickly ramped up in other locations since, unlike extraction, they are not directly tied to natural resource distribution.

---

**Figure 2: Electric Vehicle Battery Components**

Infographic by Jessica Russo. Source image by Volkswagen.
Rapidly Increasing Demand for Minerals and Underdeveloped Recycled Materials Markets Are Putting Unprecedented Growth Pressure on Global Mineral Supply

Mineral supply streams cannot be expanded instantaneously to meet demand. Exploration of new resources and construction of mine sites take several years. Recycling can help alleviate long-term demand pressure by keeping materials in circulation once they have been extracted. The clean energy sector is already a significant driver of economy-wide demand growth for some minerals. For example, electric vehicle and grid storage batteries are the largest consumers of lithium. Additionally, clean energy is set to become the sector with the fastest demand growth for many transition minerals; a recent analysis by IEA under a “Sustainable Development Scenario” predicts that clean energy technologies will represent 60–70 percent of global demand for nickel and cobalt and almost 90 percent of demand for lithium by 2040. Batteries alone are expected to account for nearly half of the growth in global minerals demand from the clean energy sector in 2040, assuming rapid decarbonization to meet global and U.S. climate goals. Of the energy storage–related growth over this period, electric vehicles account for 90 percent of that growth, with grid energy storage accounting for the rest. Therefore, the impact of EV batteries on the relationship between supply and demand in global mineral markets is significant, and they will play an even more influential role over the next two decades.

However, increasing demand for EV batteries will have a greater impact on some mineral markets than on others. A World Bank Group report concluded that mineral markets serving multiple sectors or multiple clean energy technologies may be better positioned to keep up with demand than minerals used primarily or exclusively in batteries. For example, EV batteries make up a significant portion of the overall market demand for lithium and graphite, and there are few clean energy technologies other than EV batteries that require these minerals. To keep up with rapidly increasing demand from these technologies, IEA predicts that production levels of lithium and graphite in 2050 will need to increase by nearly 500 percent relative to today’s production in order to meet demand under a two-degree warming scenario. On the other hand, aluminum is used in many sectors besides clean energy technologies. As a result, growing demand from clean energy technologies will account for only 9 percent of overall global production levels by 2050 under the two-degree warming scenario. Therefore, aluminum supply will more easily keep pace with increased demand from EV batteries with less price volatility than will metals like lithium and graphite.

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has begun to gather information through public comment periods and research to identify challenges and opportunities and begin strategizing on how to meet critical mineral demand. U.S. government agencies and labs must work together now to determine what gaps may inhibit the United States’ ability to meet future capacity needs by analyzing resource requirements and considering strategies like recycling and new battery technologies that reduce the gap between supply and demand by improving material efficiency rather than focusing only on increasing supply.

While the forecast increase in mineral demand can seem daunting, it is important to keep in mind that even though renewable energy and energy storage (i.e., batteries) require more minerals than their fossil fuel counterparts, this comparison is for manufacturing only. During their use, clean energy technologies typically require very few material inputs compared with fossil fuel power plants and vehicles, which, over their entire useful life span, require constant input of mined fuels that cannot be reused. Additionally, because EVs do not need consistent oil inputs throughout their lives, EV owners are much better protected from supply risks and price volatility than owners of gas-powered vehicles. By acting as a source of the materials needed to produce new batteries, recycled batteries can further alleviate demand pressure for new materials and limit reliance on mining for raw materials and related impacts. Recycling is a crucial part of creating circular economic systems—systems that reduce environmental and public health harms by eliminating waste and pollution and reusing materials. Today’s technologies permit 95 percent of critical minerals to be recovered, on average, from lithium-ion batteries during commercial-scale recycling. A University of California, Davis, study concluded that “under idealized conditions, retired batteries could supply 60 percent of cobalt, 53 percent of lithium, 57 percent of manganese, and 53 percent of nickel globally in 2040.” However, the lack of battery labeling requirements, the limited scale of collection and processing infrastructure, the absence of recycled content standards for new batteries, and nuanced waste regulation all contribute to underdeveloped infrastructure for battery recycling and market demand for recycled materials. Further, some countries in Europe still have some pyrometallurgic recycling—a method that recovers little to no lithium and requires additional processing to recover cobalt and nickel. This recycling method will likely be phased out in Europe due to the European Union’s enforcement of recycled content standards mandating that certain percentages of materials—including lithium—used in new products must have previously been recycled from old products. Implementation of policies like these is necessary to ensure that recycling can reach its fulldemand-reduction potential.
So many objects we use every day have their own mineral supply chains. EV and consumer electronics battery supply chains present unique challenges compared with many of these other supply chains because of the natural geographic concentration of battery mineral reserves and the unprecedented demand growth for such batteries. Yet all mineral supply chains, EV batteries included, have aspects in common. Mineral extraction has contaminated the environment, harmed human health, and used Indigenous and public lands without proper engagement or compensation since long before EVs became a new demand source for minerals. Now that EVs, a key part of the pathway to a net-zero economy, are reliant on this historically harmful activity and demand for vehicles is skyrocketing, the calls to clean up the mining industry’s act are finally gaining well-deserved attention.

Among Other Environmental Harms, Mining Can Contaminate or Deplete Water Supplies

Of the many ways mining harms the environment, its impact on water is of particular concern. Many mineral reserves are in arid climates, and mines can contaminate or deplete water sources that are often integral, culturally significant, or sacred to Indigenous People. Hard-rock waste piles known as tailings, deposited and stored around mining sites, can contaminate the surrounding land and watersheds, and dams meant to contain them have entirely collapsed, causing waste to flow directly into surface water. The particularly horrific failure of the Brumadinho tailings dam in Brazil in 2019 killed 270 people. Toxic waste can also enter watersheds during the mining process, for example through acid mine drainage.
The metals mining industry is the United States’ single largest source of toxic waste releases. Many former mines are classified as brownfields—sites contaminated by hazardous substances or pollutants and sometimes eligible for support and funding from EPA for cleanup and reuse. According to a Bureau of Land Management inventory of abandoned mines on U.S. public lands, there are more than 50,000 of these sites, 80 percent of which still require further investigation and/or remediation.

Besides contaminating water, many mining methods require high water usage, which can deplete aquifers. The impacts of water usage can be exacerbated by the ecosystems in which mines are often located. For example, a major portion of current global lithium mining takes place in the Puna de Atacama desert region of northern Chile and Argentina. The brine evaporation method for lithium extraction, which is commonly used in Chile (a top exporter of lithium to the United States), requires 18 months of evaporation and water dumping in an already dry ecosystem, with little to no environmental impact monitoring.

Water contamination and depletion plus the physical destruction of mining also endanger wildlife and threatens biodiversity, especially in desert wetlands. In Chile, these wetlands overlap with much of the desired land for mining; moreover, agricultural and pastoral practices of several Indigenous groups in the Puna de Atacama region take place in these areas. So when this land is used for mining, the impacts are widely experienced.

In addition to contributing to groundwater depletion and ecosystem threats, mining projects themselves are at risk of events caused by climate change. For example, climate change is contributing to more frequent droughts which can impact the water supply used at mine sites. Best practices for waste management and new technologies for waste treatment and extraction can help reduce water use and contamination and increase safety around mine sites.

Those living near mines in the United States will tend to bear the localized environmental impacts from mining, such as contaminated water and destruction of natural and cultural resources. These impacts are especially felt by Indigenous communities in this country, as 97 percent of nickel, 89 percent of copper, 79 percent of lithium, and 68 percent of cobalt reserves lie within 35 miles of Native American reservations.

Human Rights Violations and Harmful Labor Conditions Related to Mining Are Documented Globally

Labor and human rights abuses toward Indigenous groups and local communities related to mining are a major concern for some mines and are especially concentrated in a handful of countries outside the United States. For example, in the DRC, which produces 71 percent of global cobalt supply, 20 percent of all production is from small-scale or “artisanal” mines, which have little oversight for health and safety compliance. The Business & Human Rights Resource Centre’s Transition Minerals Tracker found that a majority of reported violations in Africa in 2021 were connected to copper and/or cobalt mining in the DRC and Zambia, and violations in South America were mostly tied to three copper mines in Peru. Recent federal administrative action also cited concerns that child labor has been used in Congolese cobalt mining. Although some efforts, such as amendments to the Congolese mining code in 2018, are attempting to regulate the mining sector in the DRC, individuals fear that implementation of these amendments will be weakened as a result of pushback from mining companies and government corruption.

The United States has ratified the International Labor Organization’s standards abolishing forced labor and the worst forms of child labor within the United States, and there are very few rights violations reported in the United States according to the Transition Minerals Tracker. But the United States still relies on battery minerals from other countries, and there is still much room for improvement in U.S. labor policies and community engagement on projects. The United States can use its influence as a major purchaser of minerals for batteries to incentivize improved labor practices and human rights protections in other countries. Workforce transition planning and programs are still needed throughout EV battery supply chains to ensure the creation of well-paying and stable jobs and to ensure that those jobs are accessible to local communities where facilities are being sited.
Although minerals for electric vehicle batteries come from all around the world, the United States can support programs that incentivize improved practices outside its borders. It can also implement strategies—including better waste management methods, new extraction technologies, and community engagement and consent for siting—to reduce environmental, public health, and human rights issues in domestic mining for battery materials. However, some level of impact is unavoidable for extractive activities.

To illustrate, hard-rock mining—a common form of mining authorized at over 700 sites on U.S. public lands today—is inherently harmful due to the excavation of land to get the ores that contain mineral resources. Over time, the chemicals used to extract minerals from these ores and trace amounts of metals leach into lands and waters and impact communities and ecosystems. These impacts have been exacerbated over the past 40 years as resource quality for many mineral commodities has halved, such that extracting the same volume of minerals results in double the amount of waste that was previously generated. For example, extracting one metric ton of a mineral that typically comes from a low-grade ore like copper or nickel required 700 metric tons of resulting waste rock and tailings in 2017, 30 percent more than what was required just seven years prior, in 2010.

The least wasteful and polluting mine is a mine that is never built. Decision makers must prioritize strategies and policies that reduce downstream demand for mineral extraction. Key strategies, illustrated in Figure 3, include secondary uses for EV batteries, efficient recycling, innovative battery chemistries and manufacturing technologies, reducing per-vehicle energy use, and reducing vehicle demand by diversifying mobility choices.

The next five sections of this brief examine recommended strategies and actions for building low-impact and circular EV battery supply chains in the United States, including identifying relevant regulatory agencies, legislation, and potential policies that would help further each specific strategy. The suggested actions are not an exhaustive list but rather demonstrate the range of opportunities to improve EV battery supply chains.

However, it will not be possible to avoid new mining entirely or stop all current mining. Therefore, in parallel to reducing demand for new minerals, mining practices must be reformed to minimize harmful impacts from current and future mining operations.

Figure 3: Strategies That Reduce the Amount of Minerals Needed to Meet Battery Demand
Topic 1: Decrease reliance on high-risk and hazardous minerals through technological improvements

Topic 1 Top-Line Actors and Recommendations:

Using different chemical makeups and improving manufacturing of EV batteries can reduce reliance on mineral supply chains linked to human rights concerns or geopolitical conflict.

- Manufacturers can improve battery energy density, design, and manufacturing processes.
- DOE can incentivize manufacturing processes that reduce waste, chemical use, and energy use, and EPA can incentivize innovative battery chemistries.
- The Climate and Infrastructure Laws (IRA and BIL) are existing potential platforms and funding sources for these incentives, and DOE should explore options to expand funding for existing programs.
- Existing ecolabel certifications for IT products, like EPEAT and TCO, can be expanded to include EV batteries to encourage manufacturers to improve battery chemistries, design, and material sourcing.83
- Ecolabel certification guidelines can be used as foundations for policies that require all EV battery manufacturers to adhere to best practices for material use and manufacturing.

While the current mineral demand forecasts for clean energy technologies seem daunting, it’s important to recognize that these forecasts often do not consider the full potential of energy density improvements through new technologies.84

Battery energy density refers to the amount of energy a battery can store per unit of its weight (watt-hours per kilogram).85 Improving battery energy density (Figure 4) increases the amount of energy that can be stored using the same amount of materials. Increasing energy density is important not only for reducing demand for battery minerals but also for improving the range of electric vehicles—how far vehicles can travel on a single charge—through two design options. Since vehicle range is impacted by the weight of the vehicle, which includes the weight of the battery, greater range can be achieved with an improved energy density either by maintaining the weight of the battery pack while increasing its energy storage capacity, or by maintaining the energy storage capacity of the battery pack while reducing its weight.86

There are many opportunities for manufacturers to store more energy per kilogram of battery materials, including making improvements in current lithium-ion chemistries or developing entirely new chemistries. Different chemistries can also reduce or even eliminate reliance on the five critical minerals commonly used in today’s EV batteries, as supported by analysis from BloombergNEF’s Electric Vehicle Outlook.87

Additionally, improving efficiencies and waste recovery in battery manufacturing processes can reduce the amount of new mineral inputs needed to create the final product.88 Through strategies like these, batteries can deliver the same amount of energy storage with less mineral extraction, which will reduce costs as well as environmental and frontline community impacts. Essentially, we need to make better batteries and make those batteries better.
New battery chemistries—both in lithium-ion batteries and in new battery types like “solid-state”—will allow batteries to deliver more energy storage with less material need.95 Lithium-ion battery chemistry is generally classified by the active materials used in the cathode.92 As shown in Figure 2, graphite is commonly used in the cathode, and some combination of lithium, nickel, cobalt, and manganese (like nickel-manganese-cobalt for NMC batteries or nickel-cobalt-aluminum oxide for NCA batteries) is used in the cathode.93 Lithium-iron phosphate (LFP) batteries require no cobalt or nickel and use lithium-iron phosphate as the cathode material instead.94

In addition to reducing material use overall, developing new chemistries is an opportunity to reduce toxicity.97 Research, competitions, and awards are all useful tools for incentivizing new technologies that reduce reliance on critical minerals and toxic chemicals.

**Strategy: Improve lithium-ion chemistries**

Improving current lithium-ion battery technology by changing the chemical composition of the battery—including more efficiently using current materials and substituting new materials—could help meet the forecast growth in demand for critical minerals.98 Already since 2010, improvements in lithium-ion chemistry have tripled the energy density of lithium-ion batteries, which has contributed to an 89 percent drop in the price of a battery pack over the same period (on a per energy capacity, or kWh, basis).99 Further, emerging lithium-ion improvements could again double energy density by 2025.100 For example, replacing the graphite anodes typically found in lithium-ion batteries with silicon anodes could increase lithium-ion energy density.101 Group14, a company working to improve battery anodes, blends silicon, carbon, and void space to create a material that has been proven as a displacement for graphite anodes and provides a 50 percent increase in energy density and reduced capacity loss over time during use.102 Material substitutions like these can allow lithium-ion batteries to deliver improved performance at a smaller size.

Additionally, investing in and improving lithium-ion batteries with different chemical makeups can reduce the need for specific metals that are especially constrained by supply chain concentration issues linked to human rights concerns (e.g., cobalt from small-scale mines in the DRC) or geopolitical conflict (e.g., nickel from Russian mines).103 For example, lithium iron phosphate (LFP) batteries use iron instead of cobalt or nickel, which is a much more abundant material.104 Even though LFP batteries have a lower energy density than lithium-cobalt, they alleviate reliance on more critical minerals associated with high supply chain risks.105 Plus, LFP energy density has been improved by recent innovation, such as cell-to-pack technology that reduces overall EV battery weight by eliminating the need to use additional materials to house battery cells in a pack.106 Companies like Tesla are using LFP batteries in their standard-range EVs today.107 In fact, in its 2022 EV Outlook analysis, BloombergNEF reported that even with the predicted increases in EV adoption, forecast cobalt demand in 2030 was reduced by about 50 percent relative to the value predicted in its 2019 outlook.108 This lower-than-expected demand increase is due to shifts toward LFP batteries as well as cathodes with higher ratios of nickel to manganese and cobalt (e.g., from the 1-to-1-to-1 ratio of NMC 111 batteries to the 8-to-1-to-1 of NMC 811).109 Substitutes for the five main battery minerals can reduce risks and mining impacts. For instance, although the iron used in LFP batteries has fewer supply chain risks than cobalt and nickel, extraction of iron (and other substitutes) still has impacts, which is why improving mining practices is an essential part of the energy transition.

**Issue Area 1.1: Incentivize innovative battery materials, chemistries, and design**

**TYPES OF LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES**

Lithium-ion batteries are a type of rechargeable battery now popular for a variety of technologies including cell phones, computers, and electric vehicles.89 Within the lithium-ion category, there are many types of batteries that have different chemical makeups. All rechargeable lithium-ion battery chemistries allow lithium ions to travel from the cathode to the anode, where chemical reactions generate an electrical current (i.e., discharge of the battery), and back from the anode to the cathode (i.e., recharge of the battery).90 Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries use different combinations of minerals in the cathode, and sometimes in the anode as well.89 Lithium-ion battery chemistry is generally classified by the active materials used in the cathode.92 As shown in Figure 2, graphite is commonly used in the cathode, and some combination of lithium, nickel, cobalt, and manganese (like nickel-manganese-cobalt for NMC batteries or nickel-cobalt-aluminum oxide for NCA batteries) is used in the cathode.93 Lithium-iron phosphate (LFP) batteries require no cobalt or nickel and use lithium-iron phosphate as the cathode material instead.94

A mechanical engineering researcher tests novel recycling methods to reduce cost and reduce waste of lithium ion batteries at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory.
Strategy: Support novel battery chemistry development

Supporting research and development (R&D) of novel (i.e., non-lithium-ion) battery chemistries that—like improved lithium-ion chemistries—can unlock higher energy densities or use non-critical minerals can help reduce reliance on geographically concentrated supply chains.

Researchers are currently developing novel battery chemistries entirely different from lithium-ion batteries that could be used in EVs. Potential new approaches include eliminating cobalt from the cathode and graphite from the anode through technologies like zinc-air and silicon anodes; and reducing price, energy, toxicity, flammability, and metal inputs through technologies like lithium-metal batteries. Research into sodium-ion batteries also shows that they could be a sustainable alternative for short-range EV batteries with carbon anodes and cobalt-free cathodes. Companies like Ionic Materials are developing solid polymer (nonaqueous) electrolytes—the material that ions flow through to pass between the anode and the cathode during charging and discharging—which improve safety and chemical stability of batteries, thus allowing the use of more volatile chemistries such as lithium-metal anodes used in solid-state batteries. Solid-state batteries are also much smaller, and therefore can have higher maximum energy densities than lithium-ion batteries, since smaller volumes of solid materials like ceramics can be used rather than greater volumes of liquid electrolytes. A diverse mix of chemistries can be helpful to minimize demand for any one mineral and for specific high-risk minerals, but this diversity can present challenges to commercial-scale dismantling and recycling at the end of life.

Strategy: Develop battery ecolabel certifications for verifying material use, due diligence, and circularity

Many products have ecolabel certifications to inform customers of certified achievement of environmental priorities and/or energy performance, such as the EPA’s EnergyStar® certification, which informs customers of the energy efficiency of household appliances, and the U.S. Green Buildings Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) program, which certifies buildings on the basis of their energy efficiency, material toxicity, and indoor air quality. Some certifications may also extend to cover the entire life cycle of a product including labor practices, end-of-life management, and user health and safety. Participation in these certifications is voluntary for manufacturers, but they have an incentive to comply so that their products meet customer preferences or company sustainability commitments.

However, there is no existing certification for electric vehicle batteries. Battery labeling guidelines do exist, but these are separate from ecolabels and do not require that batteries meet any standards; they focus on access to information on the types of minerals, design, and state-of-health metrics of the battery (see Strategy: Require battery labeling). Having some form of certification for EV batteries could help drive uptake for materials with less impactful supply chains.

Fortunately, an EV battery ecolabel certification system would not need to start from square one. There are a few existing certifications that have some components of what an EV-specific certification should include or that could potentially be expanded to include EV batteries using existing monitoring parties. For instance, the Global Electronics Council’s (GEC) Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT) is a Type I ecolabel (i.e., it requires third-party certification) that has a tiered (i.e., gold/silver/bronze) ranking system. The tiered ecolabeling encourages manufacturers to participate and improve their products to achieve a higher tier. EPEAT covers a wide variety of products determined by the GEC business case analysis and selection process. EPEAT’s performance categories will include many items especially relevant to sustainable battery supply chains in the near future since the GEC is working to expand EPEAT evaluation criteria to include attributes like circularity (e.g., recycled content), responsible minerals sourcing, and reduction in hazardous chemicals. Current products covered under EPEAT include mobile phones, servers, and solar panels (photovoltaic modules), so adding electric vehicle batteries may not be a stretch. Plus, the Federal Acquisition Regulation requires that 95 percent of electronic products purchased by federal agencies be EPEAT-registered. Given that the Federal Sustainability Plan established by President Biden calls for 100 percent of new federal light-duty vehicles to be zero-emission by 2027, there is incentive for the GEC to incorporate EV batteries into the EPEAT certification system and/or for EPA to financially support this addition since it provided the initial grant for development.

Another good example of a quality Type I ecolabel is the Swedish Confederation of Professional Employees (TCO) certification system for information technology (IT) products. Although this certification focuses on consumer electronics and server network technologies, it prioritizes responsible mineral sourcing, hazardous substance elimination, and circularity—all of which are major keys to addressing battery supply chain challenges. While the TCO certification does not have a tiered ranking system, the organization does update its criteria every three years to ensure that TCO-certified products address the most pressing sustainability concerns. This regular update process encourages gradual improvements for certified products. Between relevant certification criteria and consistent updates that could incorporate new issues and technologies, the TCO certification could be a useful model for an EV battery certification.

Strategy: Reduce use of toxic materials

R&D for battery technologies should also prioritize reducing the use of toxic chemicals, such as cobalt. Cobalt is found on many toxic chemical inventories in the United States and internationally due to its potential to cause harms to human health including cancer and cardiovascular issues if, for example, workers are exposed to cobalt dust without suitable protections.
Regulating toxic chemicals is a challenging and piecemeal process. In the United States, any contamination from battery manufacturing, recycling, and processing facilities is or could be regulated through the Clean Air Act or the Clean Water Act. But in terms of types and volumes of materials used to make products (i.e., battery chemistries), these would fall under the Toxic Substances Control Act, a federal law that regulates nearly all commercial, industrial, and consumer chemicals. Further, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) (which will be discussed later as a tool for EPA regulation of recycling) regulates a specific list of chemicals as hazardous waste, but adding a new substance to the list requires a complex administrative process, and even if added, substances can slip through the cracks. As a general example outside EV battery supply chains, EPA’s definition of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) chemicals is much more narrow than the definition widely accepted by the scientific community and international organizations, and as a result, 87 percent of the reported releases of these harmful chemicals in the United States are not regulated as PFAS.

Even though comprehensive toxic chemical regulation can take a long time, it is ultimately the best way to ensure reduced use. In the interim, other tools can help incentivize voluntary toxic chemical reduction in EV batteries. Similar to the ecolabel certification discussed above, there are already many existing certifications, strategies, and awards that support reduction of toxic material use. Batteries—including EV batteries—could be incorporated into these existing green chemistry systems.

For example, EPA hosts the annual Green Chemistry Challenge, which for the past 26 years has recognized labs and companies for their green chemistry successes. Two of the awards over the past decade have been dedicated to battery-related projects. The EPA could further encourage green battery efforts, perhaps by designating a specific vehicle battery category within the competition.

In terms of certification options, the Cradle to Cradle certification is an internationally recognized certification for safety, circularity, and responsibility of materials managed by an independent nonprofit. The certification is based on circular economy principles, has tiered compliance levels, and is endorsed by many major consumer brands, organizations, and sustainability standards. Within the Cradle to Cradle certification are five categories: material health, product circularity, clean air and climate protection, water and soil stewardship, and social fairness. Additionally, a stand-alone Material Health certificate is offered with the goal of ensuring that a product avoids the use of well-known toxic chemicals. There are a couple of products containing consumer batteries that have received the Cradle to Cradle certification, demonstrating that it can apply to batteries. More engagement and collaboration between the Cradle to Cradle organization and electric vehicle and battery manufacturers, as well as federal and private labs developing battery technologies, could help generate interest in developing certifiable batteries.

**UNION’S CHEMICALS STRATEGY FOR SUSTAINABILITY TOWARDS A TOXIC-FREE ENVIRONMENT**

The European Union has initiated a comprehensive chemical safety and regulation strategy that focuses on sustainability and was developed as part of its commitment to zero pollution through its Green New Deal. The Chemicals Strategy for Sustainability Towards a Toxic-Free Environment employs many holistic concepts to protect consumers, workers, and the environment from harmful substances. One of these concepts is “safe and sustainable-by-design”—a pre-market approach to reducing toxic chemicals in products. Part of this design approach focuses on “nontoxic material cycles”—limiting toxic materials throughout the life cycle of a product, including its disposal, in order to ensure the safety of recycling processes and the secondary materials they produce, which are key to securing sustainable battery supply chains.

Government agencies can incentivize safe and sustainable-by-design and nontoxic material cycles in industry practices by developing and implementing improved materials policies based on these concepts. For example, part of the E.U. Chemicals Strategy includes the E.U. Commission formulating safe and sustainable-by-design criteria for chemicals, ensuring development and commercialization of safer chemicals, and promoting use of safer chemicals through industrial pollution legislation. The Commission is also tasked with ensuring that safety is maintained throughout products’ and materials’ life cycles by developing risk assessments for chemicals, supporting expansion of safe recycling facilities, and introducing information requirements to track the presence of chemicals throughout products’ life spans.

It would be beneficial for the United States to adopt a similarly holistic strategy for toxic substance regulation to improve on the current piecemeal regulation and limit harms in supply chains across products—thus addressing the root of the problem rather than coming at the issue product by product or chemical by chemical. However, even though such major reform is unlikely in the United States in the near term, decision makers should integrate safe and sustainable-by-design and nontoxic materials cycles into programs for battery supply chains while they are rapidly developing and expanding. For example, recent federal programs like the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) and the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) could use Requests for Information or general comments to gather recommendations on how to incentivize and support nontoxic material cycles through funding allocation.
Issue Area 1.2: Improve efficiency in waste recovery from manufacturing processes

Inefficiencies in manufacturing processes lead to wasted materials. More efficient manufacturing design and processes can reduce the volume of raw materials and mining needed to produce a new battery.

Strategy: Improve material efficiency in manufacturing

Improving today’s manufacturing processes so that they produce the same batteries and materials but do so more efficiently, with less waste and scrap, can reduce demand for new materials in the short term. Any chemical or physical process—such as cathode or anode manufacturing—generates some amount of waste or by-products, but these can be minimized by making improvements to each stage of the process. DOE’s Advanced Manufacturing Office already manages programs to support the development of improved manufacturing processes. This office should expand and allocate additional funding to any existing programs that already include battery technologies, and new programs and grants should be developed to support specific types of manufacturing improvements for batteries. The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) is one new source of funding for advancing battery manufacturing processes. The IRA 48C credit provides up to a 30 percent tax credit for “qualifying advanced energy projects,” which include production of technology, materials, and components of electric vehicles. The grant programs that DOE is administering as part of IIJA funding for battery supply chains have also already awarded funding to 21 projects, several of which focus on high-efficiency manufacturing; these include the ENTEK U.S. Lithium Separator Manufacturing Project, which eliminates chemicals and improves material efficiency and recycling during manufacturing of separator materials. Therefore, DOE has plenty of pathways to continue incentivizing the least wasteful manufacturing methods for batteries.

Topic 2: Extend electric vehicle battery life spans through second-life applications

Topic 2 Top-Line Actors and Recommendations:

Second-life batteries can extend a product’s usable life, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and provide an option that’s cheaper than new batteries. Access to information about a battery’s materials and chemistry as well as real-time state-of-health data is crucial for determining battery malfunctions and repairs, evaluating potential second-life uses, and assigning appropriate transportation and waste protocols. This information access is also crucial for recycling at the end of a battery’s first or second life.

- EPA and the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) both regulate retired lithium-ion batteries through hazardous waste regulations, and both agencies should collaborate to structure alternative waste classifications and handling protocols for EV batteries. An EV-battery-specific waste classification would have to be created at the federal level first before state environmental agencies could adopt it.
California’s Advanced Clean Cars II (ACC II) regulation requires automakers to adhere to labeling requirements based on the European Union’s Sustainable Battery Law. Other states can adopt this regulation under Section 177 of the Clean Air Act, and/or EPA could set a national labeling standard through its authority under the RCRA. Congress has already allocated $15 million to EPA through the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL) to develop battery labeling guidelines by September 2026. EPA should accelerate this timeline and model labeling guidelines after existing frameworks like the Global Battery Alliance’s Battery Passport and the European Union’s Sustainable Batteries Law.

ACC II also requires vehicle manufacturers to make real-time battery state-of-health information accessible via a common vehicle connector and scan tool. Additional standards will be needed to ensure that dismantlers, repurposers, and recyclers will still have access to this information after a battery is removed from its original vehicle. Requiring universal diagnostic systems for batteries is one option to enable information access, and the national Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) J1634 procedure—the basis for all current EV testing required by EPA—could be a starting point for national battery testing and data access standards.

Stakeholders, government agencies, and standard bodies will also need to agree on second-life performance, safety, and liability. Standards could be modeled after the European Union’s Sustainable Batteries Law, which specifies a transfer in responsibility from the original manufacturer of the battery to the repurposer.

Second-life applications for EV batteries—uses for batteries after a vehicle is retired or the capacity drops below an acceptable range for EV users—allow batteries that have already been manufactured to stay in use longer. Previously used batteries are often still in perfectly good shape for uses outside personal or commercial fleet EV applications, where high ranges are needed and valued. EV batteries are typically retired when their capacity drops to 70–80 percent of the original (typically after around 15 years), but 80 percent capacity of a large battery with high energy density still meet the needs of many other battery applications. Depending on many factors such as the second-use case and the health of the battery, a second-life battery could provide energy storage for up to an additional 5 to 15 years.

Second-life applications fall into two categories. The first is *reusing*, which refers to a second-life EV battery being used in another EV application. These used batteries could be incorporated into EVs that do not need high ranges, such as forklifts, golf carts, or vehicles making short trips around ports and rail yards. The second category is *repurposing*, which refers to using an old EV battery in another energy storage application. Repurposing includes decentralized energy storage such as fast charging stations, where batteries can be used to provide additional power, as well as solar energy storage for rooftop or microgrid systems. For example, RePurpose Energy has piloted commercial-scale energy storage products from used EV lithium-ion batteries. The company has its own battery testing and management software to determine the health of the batteries it receives and to monitor and manage those batteries during their second-use phases in energy storage systems.

Batteries can also be repurposed into large, centralized grid operations to combat challenges like storing excess solar energy during the day and releasing it at night, or managing differences in energy demand on both a daily basis (due to typical increased energy use in evenings) and an annual basis (due to extreme weather). A study from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) identifies peak-load shaving—charging batteries while grid demand is low and drawing power from those batteries when demand is high—as the most promising application for second-life EV batteries, and many utilities and companies are already piloting projects that put peak-load shaving to the test.

Extending battery life spans through second-life applications has several benefits. First, the emissions from using an EV battery are relatively low compared with manufacturing the battery. Therefore, the longer a battery stays in operation, the lower its life cycle emissions on a per-kWh basis or a per-kilometer-driven basis. For example, the International Council on Clean Transportation found that second-life grid applications can extend a battery’s usable life by 72 percent, thus resulting in a 42 percent reduction of greenhouse gas emissions attributable to the EV battery on a per-kWh basis. Second, using second-life batteries in other applications can be much cheaper than purchasing a new battery. For storage applications, second life batteries have a 30–70 percent cost advantage over new. Also, the supply of batteries for second-life applications will likely outpace demand since EV markets are growing faster than energy storage markets.

It is important to keep in mind that a battery cannot be taken out of a vehicle and put straight into a new application. Its current health must first be determined by gathering information such as its power capability, energy storage capacity, and potential cell failure(s) based on the battery’s management system. Then the battery may need to be remanufactured or reassembled in order to fix minor issues, replace faulty cells, and ensure that the battery has all of the characteristics needed for its second life. These processes will require data sharing and cooperation among industry stakeholders. Not all batteries will be suitable for reuse or repurposing.

Governments and industry should work together to figure out strategies and policies that allow EV batteries to be reused and repurposed safely before being recycled. They should also work together to educate consumers, new and used auto dealers, and scrapyards about recycling options, incentives, and logistics including how to deliver or ship used batteries and obtain replacements. Many of these actions are also crucial to end-of-life recycling of EV batteries, regardless of whether they are given a second life before recycling.
**Issue Area 2.1: Standardize definitions; set labeling requirements; and restructure waste classification, safety, and logistics**

Legal definitions, waste classifications, and labeling requirements are key to unlocking second-life uses and end-of-life recycling. Getting a battery out of an EV and into a new vehicle or storage application requires communication among many stakeholders concerning both transportation and logistics as well as information about the battery’s chemistry, design, and current health. Streamlining this process will require standardized definitions of terms—including those related to waste and second-life characteristics—and updated labeling requirements. This will ensure that different actors can effectively communicate and that EV waste is handled and recycled appropriately.

**Strategy: Create standard definitions for battery sector terminology**

All stakeholders and regulatory agencies involved need to agree on definitions of waste, reuse, remanufacturing, etc., so that information from one entity can be easily interpreted by another. Also, there should be standardized definitions for what constitutes first-, second-, and end-of-life batteries that could be based on battery health factors like the amount (percentage) of the original battery capacity remaining. These definitions should have some built-in flexibility to ensure that they don’t inhibit reuse or recycling options while still providing clear guidelines. These definitions should then be incorporated into policies and regulations that also clearly define different stages of EV batteries’ life cycles and how they should be labeled, transported, handled, and evaluated during each stage.

**Strategy: Support unique hazardous waste categorizations and rules for EV batteries**

EPA regulates hazardous waste during treatment, storage, disposal, and some transportation-related activities through RCRA. An item is categorized as “universal hazardous waste” on the basis of thresholds for four characteristics: ignitability, corrosivity, toxicity, and reactivity. Lithium-ion EV batteries fall into this category since they can exhibit one or more of these characteristics depending on the type of materials used and the state of charge when disposed of. Hazardous waste management rules are intended to prevent contamination from waste starting at the time of creation and through transportation, storage, and recycling and disposal. However, with just a few exceptions, these rules mandate that all waste must meet the same compliance requirements and do not take into account how hazards and risks vary among waste (or battery) types or what the intended final destination is (e.g., recycling versus reuse versus landfill). Because these rules attempt to apply a one-size-fits-all solution to waste management regulation, they can end up creating barriers to more sustainable end-of-life options like certain types of recycling and reuse; this may reduce investment in battery recovery and motivation to recycle and recover materials.

However, the EPA can create more flexible alternative regulations designed for a specific type of waste, such as lithium-ion EV batteries. For example, lead-acid batteries have their own regulations that prioritize their recovery for recycling purposes. Under this unique categorization, lead-acid batteries are still regulated as a hazardous waste, but they have their own set of rules that take into account risks and hazards related to how they are typically used, collected, or disposed of. This separate categorization implements specific requirements related to transportation, logistics, and storage of these batteries where adherence to all of the general requirements for “universal hazardous waste” would otherwise present unnecessary barriers to collection for recycling. A similar alternative categorization for lithium-ion EV batteries that accounts for their unique hazards and life cycle would ease logistics, costs, and liability associated with reusing, repurposing, remanufacturing, and recycling EV batteries.

**Lessons Learned from Lead-Acid Batteries**

The physical process of recycling lead-acid batteries has contaminated ecosystems and communities, and these harms must not be repeated. However, the process of collecting lead-acid batteries for recycling is wildly successful; nearly all lead-acid batteries are collected for recycling in the United States rather than being chucked into landfills. The reform of waste regulations that allowed for this collection success should serve as a model for other types of batteries.

DOT also regulates lithium-ion batteries during transport through the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) and hazardous materials regulations that classify lithium-ion batteries as a Class 9 hazardous material. This presents an opportunity for federal waste regulations to help guide states, align cross-jurisdictional requirements, and clarify licensing and compliance for all stakeholders involved. Returning to the example of lead-acid batteries, DOT has shown an ability to adapt regulations based on the circumstances of transport and risks of the item. Used lead-acid batteries are not subject to certain DOT requirements if a specific set of safety standards are met during shipping. Similarly, lead-acid batteries traveling by highway or rail are allowed some exemptions from rules that apply to air and vessel transport. Agencies should similarly collaborate to structure waste classifications and handling protocols for EV batteries and related materials throughout the end-of-life process including evaluation, remanufacturing, dismantling, recycling, and transportation involved in each phase.
EPA must first take action to create EV-battery-specific hazardous waste regulations before states can adopt and implement these rules. All U.S. states and territories can administer their own hazardous waste program under RCRA, except for a few that do not have approved hazardous waste programs like Iowa, Alaska, and Puerto Rico. However, these regulations must be at least as stringent as the federal regulations, which act as minimum standards. Therefore, any changes to universal hazardous waste classifications would have to be made by EPA before state agencies could implement the new rules. To illustrate, the California Lithium-Ion Car Battery Advisory Group suggested that the California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) consider EV batteries as universal hazardous waste “only after it has been demonstrated they do not have sufficient remaining capacity for reuse or repurposing.” But the group’s recommendation acknowledged that the United States EPA must first make this status change before DTSC can consider adoption.

**Strategy: Require battery labeling**

Battery labeling is a crucial early step in battery regulations because labels ensure that actors throughout the battery supply chain—from manufacturing to EV maintenance to reuse and recycling—can access the information they need. Battery labels are separate from ecolabel certifications; they convey information about a battery’s materials, chemistry, design, and operational capabilities and health for stakeholders like vehicle mechanics and recycling facilities, while ecolabels verify that a battery meets specific criteria such as responsible materials sourcing.

Without systematic data sharing through standardized labels, it will be difficult to implement and enforce many of the suggested potential solutions to supply chain challenges. Every battery should have a physical label on it that allows third parties beyond the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) to access information like materials and chemistry, lifetime, charging capacity, separate collection requirements, hazardous substances, and safety risks. This label should be accessible while the battery is still sealed (i.e., completely intact) and could exist as a QR code that could be scanned by anyone handling the battery, as is recommended by the Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council Concerning Batteries and Waste Batteries (the E.U. Sustainable Batteries Law).

It is possible that OEMs may want to incorporate some sort of log-in or information request through the code or develop a separate information-sharing system for any proprietary information. If this is the case, there should be a streamlined process to ensure that information is still easily accessible. For example, a dismantler that regularly handles EV batteries should not have to go through an approval process for every single battery it receives.

The EPA could enforce these labeling requirements through the RCRA. The Infrastructure Law requires that EPA at least develop battery labeling guidelines by September of 2026 and allocates $15 million for this project. Relatedly, EPA should work with policymakers and industry coalitions to agree on and set clear requirements for what information about a battery should be accessible to anyone, available to specific types of supply chain actors, or available only through one-off requests or contractual relationships with the OEM that produced the battery. The agency should then accelerate the timeline for producing labeling guidelines as much as possible and use existing frameworks like the Global Battery Alliance’s Battery Passport and the E.U. Sustainable Batteries Law.

While federal regulations are useful for consistency and guidance, state regulations provide another avenue for battery labeling regulation in the United States, allowing forward-thinking states to move quickly and set regulatory precedent for other early adopters to follow. A current example of state regulations are the battery labeling requirements in the Advanced Clean Cars II (ACC II) regulation adopted by the California Air Resources Board (CARB). These requirements, influenced by the E.U. Sustainable Batteries Law (also referred to as the E.U. Directive), place the responsibility of labeling on vehicle manufacturers and demand both a physical label and a digital identifier linked to a repository of battery information. The physical label must include the battery’s chemistry, manufacturer, voltage, and capacity as well as the digital identifier. The identifier must provide access to a virtual information repository that includes the same information as the physical label plus product safety or recall information, safe disposal instructions and considerations, and any hazardous or heavy-metal materials. This repository is also where manufacturers could include additional types of information, such tracking, safety, or disassembly, either voluntary or if required through future legislation. However, ACC II does not require state-of-health data (e.g., remaining capacity) to be accessible via the physical label; this presents hurdles to end-of-life processing.

CARB adopted these labeling requirements in order to boost consumer confidence in EVs and enable second-life applications and recycling. Other states interested in doing the same can also adopt ACC II standards under Section 177 of the Clean Air Act. This is allowed because of a waiver under Section 177 that allows California to adopt its own standards that exceed federal Clean Air Act standards and permits other states to adopt any standards that California adopts. Now that California has finalized the ACC II rule, nine other states have already adopted or committed to adopting this updated rule, thereby laying a foundation for battery labeling in the United States.
The Global Battery Alliance (GBA) is a group that includes businesses, industry actors, and nongovernmental organizations and works in partnership with governments to collaborate on initiatives and advocate for responsible and sustainable battery supply chains. GBA prioritizes establishing a circular battery supply chain, lowering greenhouse gas emissions, improving access to high-quality jobs, and protecting human rights. In alignment with these goals, GBA developed a Battery Passport—a digital identifier for each EV battery that holds all life cycle information in one place including state-of-health, material procurement due diligence, and recycling procedures. The Battery Passport is included as a method for battery labeling in the EU’s Sustainable Batteries Law and is recognized in California’s Lithium-Ion Car Battery Recycling Group’s final recommendations to the state.

**Issue Area 2.2: Improve battery management systems access, testing, and remanufacturing**

While the labeling requirements mentioned above will allow access to information about a battery’s design and material content, access to additional information concerning the battery’s real-time condition is also crucial. Acquiring this state-of-health data from batteries, including charging capacity of the battery pack, charging speed, and cell degradation or failure, requires access to the battery’s management system. Many stakeholders will need this data, as well as access to management systems, in order to run tests on batteries to diagnose malfunctions, determine repairs, evaluate potential second-life uses, and assign and carry out appropriate transportation and logistics protocol after a battery’s first life. Currently there are no regulations in the United States requiring battery manufacturers to ensure that state-of-health data can be accessed through a battery’s management system.

To ensure that the process from battery state-of-health determination and testing to its final destination in a second life or at a recycler is as efficient as possible, infrastructure for collecting and testing batteries at the end of their first lives should be built out and co-located with battery recycling and remanufacturing facilities. While the BIL Electric Drive Vehicle Battery Recycling and Second Life Applications Funding Awards administered by DOE’s Vehicle Technology Office will deliver $73.9 million in funding for battery health testing and second-use research, larger pots of public funds should be allocated to scaling battery testing and remanufacturing facilities to commercial output level and supporting companies that provide logistics and safety, similar to the funding streams currently available to battery manufacturing facilities. For example, Cirba Solutions was recently awarded funding to expand a recycling facility in Ohio through the BIL Battery Materials Processing and Battery Manufacturing & Recycling Funding Opportunity. The company also provides battery testing and repair, collection, transportation, logistics, and storage services throughout different phases of the battery life cycle, and these activities should have a mechanism of funding support as well.

**Strategy: Promote third-party access to battery management systems**

As mentioned, many people will need to access information about a battery from its management system. For example, EV owners and prospective used EV buyers should know a car battery’s current health relative to when it was new, which could simply be integrated into the vehicle’s dashboard display. Repair technicians, especially those who work independently from a car manufacturer or dealership, will need to be able to access more-detailed data than are typically included in state-of-health information, including manufacturer-specific diagnostic and repair information that require automotive service tools.

In addition to the battery labeling requirements outlined above, CARB’s ACC II regulation sets data access requirements that will be phased in for vehicle manufacturers over two years for model years 2026 and 2027 and will make additional information like battery voltage, current needed for battery testing, historical use data, and fault codes accessible to EV users and repair technicians via a common vehicle connector and scan tool. CARB based the metrics reporting on the SAE J1634 procedure, which is currently the basis for all EV testing required by EPA and CARB. Since the SAE J1634 testing procedure is already the national standard for lab testing of EV battery capacity and range before being placed in on-road vehicles, it would be a good starting point for national battery testing and data accessibility standards, and it may need to be accompanied by additional data accessibility requirements so that more-detailed information could be required in cases of repair and reuse.

However, the ACC II regulation’s state-of-health data standardization requirements have a key shortcoming—there are no requirements for access once a battery is removed from its original vehicle. Typically, battery repurposers or recyclers receive batteries after they have been removed from vehicles, so a complementary policy is needed to ensure that third parties can access the information they need to appropriately determine the next steps for end-of-life batteries destined for recycling or reuse. Recognizing the issue, a majority of California’s Lithium-Ion Car Battery Recycling Advisory Group voted in favor of a universal diagnostic system that could be installed on batteries to enable information access after removal from vehicles.

---

**PATHWAY FOR ADVOCACY: GLOBAL BATTERY ALLIANCE’S BATTERY PASSPORT**

The Global Battery Alliance (GBA) is a group that includes businesses, industry actors, and nongovernmental organizations and works in partnership with governments to collaborate on initiatives and advocate for responsible and sustainable battery supply chains. GBA prioritizes establishing a circular battery supply chain, lowering greenhouse gas emissions, improving access to high-quality jobs, and protecting human rights. In alignment with these goals, GBA developed a Battery Passport—a digital identifier for each EV battery that holds all life cycle information in one place including state-of-health, material procurement due diligence, and recycling procedures. The Battery Passport is included as a method for battery labeling in the EU’s Sustainable Batteries Law and is recognized in California’s Lithium-Ion Car Battery Recycling Group’s final recommendations to the state.
Strategy: Set liability, performance, and safety standards

Another prominent barrier to EV battery second-life applications is the lack of clarity surrounding performance and safety liability for batteries. For example, OEMs may be hesitant to allow their batteries to be used in second-life applications that are entirely managed by another party if they could be held liable for any battery performance and safety issues even if they are not overseeing the battery’s use. Or utilities may hesitate to incorporate used batteries into their grid systems since they often do not have stringent performance standards. Stricter battery standards are needed for quality, safety, and performance, as is a regulatory body that reviews and refines these standards and reports on cost and operating benchmarks to create customer certainty and decrease utility concerns.

To ensure the success of large-scale grid storage second-life applications for EV batteries, battery OEMs will need to collaborate with utility operators and any other owners or operators of grid assets on creating clear liability frameworks and determining how batteries can (and cannot) be used for grid storage. Stakeholders, government agencies, and standard bodies will also need to agree on second-life performance and safety responsibilities and standards. The E.U. Sustainable Batteries Law specifies that when there is a change in ownership status for repairing or repurposing a battery, responsibility for the battery should be transferred to the economic actor that places the battery on the market or puts it into service for its second use. California’s Lithium-Ion Car Battery Recycling Group makes a similar recommendation that responsibility should be transferred from OEMs to repurposers, which may include a label change recommendation that responsibility should be transferred to the economic actor that places the battery on the market or puts it into service for its second use. California’s E.U. Sustainable Batteries Law and some other jurisdictions have set performance and safety standards.

To reduce the need for raw material mining and refining, there should be strategies that allow critical minerals and other materials to be recovered from batteries at the end of their lives and incorporated into new batteries; these standards also help prevent downcycling by ensuring that recycled materials are reused in new batteries; these standards could be piloted through existing federal procurement policies like the Defense Production Act for the U.S. Department of Defense and implemented through state and/or federal legislation. Recycled content declarations and standards would also help prevent downcycling by ensuring that recycled materials are reused in new batteries. States can implement extended producer responsibility (EPR) and/or core exchange plus backstop policies that clarify who is responsible for collecting end-of-life EV batteries, incentivize collection, and guide collection facility siting and transport requirements.

Even with technologies and strategies that extend EV battery life spans and allow them to be used in other applications after their retirement from vehicles, batteries will eventually reach a point of reduced capacity at which they are no longer effective and will need to be retired. An EV battery is essentially a small mineral reserve filled with extremely concentrated and high-quality materials. Advanced recycling procedures that allow critical minerals and other materials to be recovered from batteries at the end of their lives and incorporated into new batteries will reduce waste as well as the need for raw material mining and refining. Moreover, using recycled materials in new batteries can reduce the life cycle emissions associated with battery production by 7–17 percent due to the energy saved by avoiding upstream raw material mining and processing.

Currently less than 10,000 metric tons’ worth of EV batteries are reaching the end of their first lives each year. Because the number of end-of-life EV batteries is so small, many of

Topic 3: Close the loop: recycling, end-of-life, and recycled materials markets

Topic 3 Top-Line Actors and Recommendations:

Recycling old batteries provides a source of materials for new batteries without new mining, reduces the life cycle emissions associated with battery production, and moves toward a circular economy that requires less and less new material inputs. There are many additional strategies that, in combination with those recommended in Topic II on battery reuse, will ensure as many batteries as possible are recycled as efficiently as possible.
them are used in second-life storage pilot projects or being recycled in small quantities at battery recycling facilities that mostly handle consumer electronics products. However, the number of EV batteries that will be retired per year will continue to increase exponentially in the coming decades, which will make reuse and recycling on a case-by-case basis a nonviable waste management option. If governments work with industry actors to clear barriers, develop technologies, and build out infrastructure for safe and circular end-of-life EV battery handling, good policies and programs can be developed from the start of EV retirement and unnecessary waste and hazards can be avoided. Fully closing the loop for EV batteries and ensuring that materials are recovered and reused requires coordination, transparency, and data sharing among many different stakeholders. Definitions, labeling requirements, and waste classifications for enabling second-life uses are also key to streamlining end-of-life logistics and recycling and enhancing access to information needed throughout these processes.

Policy development must focus on keeping materials from end-of-life EV batteries within U.S. battery supply chains through regulations ensuring that (1) materials are recovered from end-of-life batteries, (2) the United States has the infrastructure and workforce necessary to recycle batteries and refine recovered materials, and (3) requirements and incentives encourage reuse of recycled minerals in domestic battery manufacturing.

### Issue Area 3.1: Advance efficient recovery technologies and design for recovery

In the past, pyrometallurgical processing was a common recycling process to recover metals from electronics. This process requires sorting, crushing, and heating and produces a copper-nickel-cobalt-iron alloy of recovered minerals; the other battery materials, like lithium, remain in a slag waste product and are typically not recovered. After the pyrometallurgical process, the resulting alloy can then go through hydrometallurgical processing to further separate the materials. However, this method results in low recovery rates of minerals, and on its own, pyrometallurgical recycling recovers no manganese or lithium. Further, if the materials that are recovered are not refined to a quality suitable for batteries, they may be downcycled from use in batteries into uses that require lower-quality alloys.

Like pyrometallurgical recycling, hydrometallurgical recycling begins with mechanical sorting and crushing but then recovers the minerals by using acids to produce solvents containing the materials. The minerals, including lithium, are then recovered from the solution at rates of 95 percent on average. A third method of recycling, known as direct recycling, is a recently developed method that has yet to reach commercial scale. Direct recycling begins with dismantling similar to hydrometallurgical processing. Then the battery goes through a series of steps that ultimately recovers the cathode mostly intact to be used in a new battery. The benefits of direct recycling include lower costs, lower energy and water consumption, and lower associated emissions than pyro- and hydrometallurgical recycling. However, there is a trade-off. Because of certain processes inherit to direct recycling, lithium is lost during recycling, resulting in a 40 percent recovery rate—less than half the rate achieved through hydrometallurgical recycling. Because of lithium loss, the recovered cathode must go through relithiation (lithium restoration) before reuse in a new battery.
Three recycling processes (Figure 5 and Figure 6) are common for lithium-ion batteries—pyrometallurgical (smelting—superheating materials), hydrometallurgical (leaching—dissolving with acids and extracting materials from solution), and direct recycling (cathode recycling—recovery of cathode materials without breaking down their chemical structure). Recycling methods, especially direct recycling, can benefit from continued research and support toward scaling commercial facilities. Currently, Argonne National Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and NREL are working to further develop new recycling methods that improve material recovery efficiencies, cost effectiveness, and scalability. The ReCell Center, funded by DOE, allows these labs to collaborate with industry and academia on this research. For example, ReCell is currently researching how cathodes recovered in direct recycling could be upcycled to an improved chemistry—say, from NMC 111 (1-to-1-to-1 ratio of nickel-to-manganese-to-cobalt) to a higher nickel chemistry like NMC 622, which has a higher energy density.

DOE can also allocate grant funding for battery supply chain projects through the BIL. These initiatives should consider prioritizing support for manufacturing and recycling processes that limit toxic chemical use. Even with highly efficient processes, safeguards, and monitoring, no loop can be 100 percent closed; some waste will inevitably enter the environment. Ensuring that recycling processes and the materials involved are not extremely harmful to humans and ecosystems is an essential part of limiting impacts.

**Strategy: Support research and development of efficient, scalable, and cost-effective recovery technologies**

While IIJA will make $7 billion available for battery supply chain projects within the next few years, only $74 million—just over 1 percent of total funding—was awarded for research and development of recovery technologies. The Federal government should explore ways to allocate more funding to these programs and leverage the existing ReCell program with national labs to help boost research and development capacity for recycling technologies.

Targets and monitoring of the amount of materials recovered through recycling processes can help reduce wasted material. There are two useful metrics for these targets: (1) recycling efficiency, which is the portion of an entire battery that is recovered during recycling, and (2) material recovery, which is the portion of a particular material within a battery that is recovered during recycling. Material recovery rates need to be set for each specific material, but only one recycling efficiency rate is needed.

Setting recovery rates for government-funded research projects early on will ensure development of technologies that have high recovery rates, thus making it feasible to expand these efficiency requirements to all recycling facilities. Once highly efficient technologies can be demonstrated at small and commercial scales, these targets should be required for new facilities and ramped up for any existing facilities. For example, the E.U. Sustainable Batteries Law sets a 65 percent recycling efficiency target...
for EV lithium-ion batteries in 2025 that ramps up to 70 percent in 2030. Material recovery targets ramp up from 90 percent to 95 percent from 2027 to 2031 for minerals like cobalt and nickel and 50 percent to 80 percent for lithium. These lower rates for lithium may be to accommodate direct recycling, which has approximately 40 percent recovery rates for lithium while hydrometallurgical recycling recovers up to 90 percent. With rising demand and improving technologies, these rates were raised from their original values at 35 percent and 70 percent over the same period as a result of advocacy from many NGOs, EPA or state environmental agencies should set and enforce similar ramping rates and consider having different requirements for different recycling methods. Additionally, grant allocators like DOE could incorporate recycling efficiency targets into their selection criteria for funding awards available through the Infrastructure Law and other programs.

**Strategy: Design low-impact disassembly and recovery processes**

Recycling processes can be energy intensive and can create risk of exposure to toxic materials that are either contained in the battery being recycled or used in the recycling process. Designing and manufacturing batteries for easy disassembly by, for example, reducing the amount of energy or chemicals needed for processing. Every battery manufacturer will and should have its own design that allows its batteries to meet its performance metrics. Regardless of differences, each design should be required to consider end-of-life disassembly to make it easier for materials to be recovered and reused in new batteries. Policymakers should work with industry leaders, nongovernmental organizations, and subject matter experts to develop and support disassembly design criteria that enable disassembly plants and recycling facilities to use similar procedures for all battery modules and cells regardless of which manufacturer they originated from. Additionally, government-funded research programs should incentivize reducing toxic chemicals and processes during recycling. Choosing processes and chemicals with low toxicity concern will lower the risk of harmful chemical exposure for people working in battery recycling; it will also lower the risk for people, land, and water near recycling facilities in the event of an accident or waste releases from the facility. Recycling processes should follow the Principles of Green Chemistry and adhere to e-Stewards Standards, which provide best practices for e-waste management and monitoring of downstream toxic waste for recycling facilities. Adherence to these principles could be considered in grant allocations discussed throughout this section.

**Issue Area 3.2: Ensure market certainty for secondary materials**

To incentivize investments in recycling infrastructure and in scaling up, there needs to be a market for the secondary materials that are recovered after end-of-life battery processing. Policies that incentivize recirculation of these materials back into new batteries specifically, rather than other technologies, are crucial to ensuring that battery supply chains are circular rather than linear. If these materials are purchased by a sector that exports materials or has less stringent recycling requirements than domestic battery supply chains will ideally have in the near future, then supply chain circularity could be compromised, which would reduce the supply of secondary materials for new batteries and increase the need to mine new materials. Researchers at the University of California, Davis, modeled costs for different recycling methods for lithium-ion EV batteries. Recycling in the United States in 2020 became profitable at or above approximately 8,000 metric tons per year for hydrometallurgical, 7,000 for direct, and 20,000 for pyrometallurgical recycling. Including transport by train in the analysis slightly increases profitability compared with using only trucking transportation. The total value of recovered materials for LFP batteries decreased much more over time than did materials for nickel and cobalt based chemistries because nickel and cobalt are the two most valuable metals recovered from EV batteries and are not present in LFP batteries. To put these cost parity values into perspective, EV battery retirements in 2020 totaled somewhere between 3,000 and 10,000 metric tons. This volume of retirement is too small for any one facility to reach cost parity by recycling only EV batteries, but retirement numbers are predicted to increase rapidly: Up to 73,000 metric tons of EV batteries could be retired in 2025, and by 2030 this volume could hit more than 400,000 metric tons.

**Strategy: Create government requirements and voluntary industry standards for recycled material procurement**

The price of recycled materials will continue to decrease, aided by economies of scale as recycling facilities expand (i.e., processing around 10,000 metric tons of old EV batteries each year). However, getting to that point will require initial investments in facility build-out. One way to drive investment in recycling is by ensuring demand for those materials. Government clean procurement requirements for contract awards and voluntary industry recycled procurement and content standards will ensure that major buyers will purchase only recycled materials or even pay a premium for those materials. As a start, the Buy Clean Task Force established through President Biden’s executive order on Catalyzing Clean Energy Industries and Jobs Through Federal Sustainability will provide recommendations for data collection; pilot programs; and grants, loans, and technical assistance that will be needed or could be provided by the federal government to establish clean supply chains and procurement requirements.
Similar programs are also being undertaken at the state level. California has already implemented similar state legislation through the California Buy Clean Act, and New York’s governor recently signed the Low Embodied Carbon Concrete Leadership Act. These programs are focused on construction materials but could be used as a model for battery materials.

Similarly, the First Movers Coalition is a partnership between companies and government entities managed by the U.S. State Department and the World Economic Forum. Its mission is to define purchasing commitments for clean energy technologies needed for net-zero energy goals, secure commitments from supply chain actors, and implement those commitments. This coalition is made up of more than 60 companies representing more than 10 percent of global Fortune 2000 market value and continues to grow. So far the coalition has announced its focus on seven sectors—aluminum, aviation, carbon dioxide removal, cement and concrete, trucking, shipping, and steel—three of which were added in 2022. Given the category’s rapid growth and focus, battery materials would be a fitting addition to the First Movers Coalition sectors.

The Biden administration’s recent Presidential Determination (No. 2022-11) that exercised the Defense Production Act to secure a domestic supply chain for critical minerals includes the creation of a strategic reserve of minerals similar to the current Strategic Petroleum Reserve. Given this priority, the creation of a strategic reserve of minerals similar to the current Strategic Petroleum Reserve would be a fitting addition to the First Movers Coalition sectors.

The administration should use the aforementioned programs as models to create market certainty for secondary materials with its mineral buying power. The State Department, if possible, should include batteries as one of the next sectors of focus for the First Movers Coalition to encourage public–private collaboration on issues like market certainty.

Another way to guarantee purchasing of battery-quality secondary materials is for agencies to implement recycled content standards (RCSs)—minimum percentages of materials contained in newly made batteries that must have been previously recycled—and to specify that the recycled content must originate from battery supply chains. These RCSs would (1) ensure that at least some battery manufacturers’ material procurement is reserved for recycled materials, (2) incentivize battery manufacturers to take back batteries, since they would have even more of an interest in maintaining a consistent supply of recycled materials sources, and (3) prevent downcycling of battery materials. In the context of EV batteries, downcycling refers to materials being recovered from recycling old batteries but not refined to a quality high enough for use in new batteries; the resulting secondary material may instead be used in other sectors that may not have similar recycling requirements, and therefore may ultimately end up in landfills.

RCS minimums may need to start low and slowly ramp up. The minimums could begin by being coupled with economic incentives or as part of the labeling requirements for recycled content inclusion. For example, the E.U. Sustainable Batteries Law requires recycled content declaration for new batteries starting in 2027, with mandatory recycled minimums set for 2030 and 2035—cobalt ramping from 12 percent to 20 percent, lithium going from 4 percent to 10 percent, and nickel rising from 4 percent to 12 percent. Researchers at University of California, Davis, concluded that battery manufacturers in the United States could feasibly meet RCSs of 11–12 percent for cobalt, 7–8 percent for lithium, and 10–12 percent for nickel in 2030, with increases to 15–18 percent for cobalt, 9–11 percent for lithium, and 15–17 percent for nickel in 2035. The United States could require recycled content declarations and RCSs through a variety of pathways including mandates for the U.S. Department of Defense’s procurement policies through President Biden’s Presidential Determination Pursuant to the Defense Production Act or through requirements tied to federal funding like Infrastructure Law grant programs or tax credit eligibility for battery manufacturing and EV purchasing.

**PATHWAY FOR ADVOCACY: STATE-LEVEL CONVENINGS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS**

While federal guidance is important to steer, standardize, and coordinate strategies and policies throughout the United States, eager states, especially those with more rapidly growing EV markets, could get a head start on recycling regulations. For example, through 2018 legislation California tasked three state organizations—the California Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of Toxic Substances Control, and the Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery—with leading the Lithium-Ion Car Battery Recycling Advisory Group to recommend policies to the state legislature that enable recycling. The law required inclusion of representatives from specific categories of stakeholders like environmental organizations, auto dismantlers, and public and private organizations involved in manufacturing, collection, processing, and recycling. These stakeholders collaborated on a final report of policy recommendations that was published and delivered to California state legislators in May 2022. Lawmakers are expected to introduce legislation in 2023 based on two primary recommendations from the report that define responsibility for end-of-life batteries and recycling—“core exchange with a vehicle backstop,” and “producer take-back.” This is an example of how state governments can play an important role as a convener of stakeholders and take action on recycling policies developed through collaboration.
Issue Area 3.3: Build recycling infrastructure

Nearly a million new EVs hit the road in the United States in 2022 alone. This number is expected to rapidly increase over the next decade—with an added boost from the IRA—reaching more than 50 percent of total new passenger vehicle sales by 2030. The infrastructure needed for dismantling, recycling, and refining must be scaled to meet needs before the significant numbers of EVs produced today reach the end of their first lives. To plan for expansion now, governments and universities can host pre-competitive convenings—when several companies in the same industry or supply chain come together to solve a shared problem that does not directly impact competitiveness—to (1) encourage collaboration among industry competitors, (2) avoid antitrust concerns and work duplication, and (3) identify geographical areas or existing manufacturing plants that are prime sites for new or retooled battery collection, recycling, and processing facilities.

Transportation and logistics for recycling an end-of-life battery account for 40–60 percent of the total recycling cost. Co-locating recycling infrastructure with battery manufacturing and remanufacturing plants can ease transportation logistics, communication, and accountability—as well as overall cost. Governments should also work with industry to develop permitting processes and staff up responsible agencies to get infrastructure built out in a timely manner while ensuring that contamination is monitored and prevented and project siting does not place an undue burden on any populations, especially environmental justice communities or inhabitants of Indigenous lands.

Strategy: Plan ahead for new recycling infrastructure

Currently, recycling processes are governed on a state-by-state basis in the United States, but EPA has the authority to set guiding federal standards that act as minimums. For example, all batteries as covered under EPA’s Universal Waste Rule legally must be disposed of at a facility permitted through the RCRA, but some recycling facilities may be subject to different requirements that are designed specifically for recycling facilities instead. Siting and approval for these facilities require many activities including community engagement and environmental impact assessments. Uniform national standards and enforcement specific to battery recycling facilities, potentially issued
by EPA under the RCRA, would guide states toward new standards and resources needed for successful recycling. A clear process designed specifically for battery recycling facilities rather than universal disposal facilities will allow facilities needed for battery recycling, including storage, dismantling, and processing facilities, to be built effectively and efficiently with community input included from the start.

In terms of siting and land use, NRDC and other organizations have effectively led the way in promoting a “smart from the start” approach to low-impact renewable energy and transmission siting, as evidenced by improvements like fast permitting in Solar Energy Zones on Bureau of Land Management lands in Nevada.274 Planning ahead for facility siting and using lands that have already been disturbed in some way through previous contamination, invasive species, etc., can lessen impacts while reducing the time needed to complete construction and get the site up and running. DOE in collaboration with NREL identified many of these lands as appropriate for renewables through its Solar Futures Study.275 A similar evaluation for recycling infrastructure siting potential could be useful in minimizing impacts of the facility on surrounding ecosystems and communities and ensuring that there are enough recycling facilities to process the increasing number of end-of-life EV batteries. However, planning ahead for facilities does not mean that proper environmental and community protections can be disregarded at any point in the planning, construction, or operation of a new facility.

**Issue Area 3.4: Guarantee collection for end-of-life batteries**

There are many logistical challenges involved in getting an end-of-life battery out of a vehicle or grid storage application and to a dismantling and recycling facility. Legal frameworks are needed to make clear what parties are responsible for end-of-life batteries and guide collection facility siting and needs. Collection sites need to be locally accessible and connected with regional networks of storage and recycling facilities to ensure that batteries can be easily dropped off and stored before being reused or recycled in a timely manner.

**Strategy: Mandate extended producer responsibility and/or core exchange plus backstop**

Extended producer responsibility, or EPR, refers to the extension of a producer’s responsibility beyond manufacturing a product to the entire life cycle of the product, including end-of-life management.276 EPRs will typically be required for a type of consumer product, such as leftover paints, mercury thermometers, and mattresses.277 Because EPRs are established product by product, manufacturers of a type of product usually come together to manage end-of-life responsibilities. A producer responsibility organization (PRO) is a common approach to EPR management and entails industry actors managing and funding takeback and recycling requirements. However, the current systems provide too many exemptions for PROs and not enough oversight, so PRO-managed producer responsibility schemes can lead to subpar results and monopolies over recycling systems.278 Therefore, an alternate model for enforcement when it comes to batteries, such as a government-managed program that industry actors pay into, could help EPR programs achieve targets.

There are other approaches to making sure end-of-life batteries are safely collected. One of these is a core exchange program, a centralized system commonly used for tracking end-of-life disposal of many types of auto parts. A “core,” often a monetary deposit, is used to incentivize customers to return a part like a vehicle battery. Core exchange can be combined with a vehicle backstop policy so that manufacturers become responsible for the handling of a battery in the event that the core incentive does not work as planned and no other third party, such as a dismantler or repurposer, has purchased the end-of-life battery and assumed responsibility. California’s Lithium-Ion Car Battery Recycling Group voted in favor of a core exchange and vehicle backstop policy in addition to produce take-back policies for EV batteries.279 However, the California group’s recommendations do not specifically say that the “core” for the proposed exchange and backstop policy must be a monetary deposit.280 This core exchange plus vehicle backstop model is useful for encouraging and specifying responsibility during reuse and repurposing or third-party dismantling but could potentially lead to hazards in practice. For instance, in scenarios where dismantlers are not centralized or affiliated with manufacturers or recyclers, ensuring responsibility is challenging and batteries could end up going unrecycled, which would pose environmental and safety hazards.

It is also important that producer responsibility requirements include incentives for batteries to be collected and sent to permitted recycling centers within the United States. Keeping recycling domestic is important for ensuring that batteries are recycled in facilities that are permitted and adhere to U.S. environmental regulations. Plus, shipping batteries outside of the United States to be recycled and then shipping the subsequent secondary materials back to the United States would result in unnecessary emissions and costs and could present logistical barriers to battery manufacturers' tracking and accessing secondary materials. In addition to increased emissions from shipping, recycling in other countries may also produce more emissions. For example, recycling in China instead of the United States results in more carbon and other pollutants due to differences in power sources.280
Lead-acid car batteries (from gas-powered vehicles) have an almost 100 percent recycling rate in North America and Europe, which means that the majority of materials needed to produce new batteries can come from recycled old batteries instead of newly mined materials. While the actual recycling process for lead-acid batteries is harmful to communities and the environment—and should not be emulated—successful policies to support closed-loop relationships among supply chain actors could be used as a model for EV battery collection. A “one for one” or “old for new” model has been implemented throughout the United States where old batteries are collected at the point of sale, which for lead-acid batteries is an auto dealer or service center. Consumers either are charged a deposit that they can get back only by bringing in an old battery or are required to bring back an old battery in order to purchase a new one. This model, combined with mandatory take-back responsibility for battery or vehicle manufacturers and specific hazardous waste regulation for lead-acid batteries, closes the loop by ensuring that batteries are collected and delivered to a recycling plant. It also encourages use of recycled materials in new battery manufacturing since battery manufacturers already have relationships with recycling facilities due to producer responsibility mandates.

While other forms of closed-loop incentives and requirements have also proved successful in places like the European Union, the lead-acid battery model in the United States simplifies relationships between actors by setting up more direct lines of communication that don’t require as many third parties. Regardless, education for stakeholders and consumers as well as data sharing throughout the loop is essential for ensuring battery collection, recycling, and recovered material use. The simplified diagrams below from the Sustainability Consortium and the Responsible Battery Coalition (Figures 7 and 8) illustrate the differences in relationships. This model should be adjusted for EV batteries to account for the fact that they cannot be easily removed from a vehicle and brought into a dealer or service center by a car owner, like lead-acid batteries in gas-powered cars can.

Figure 7: Model for Closed-Loop Recycling for Lead-Acid Batteries in the United States
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Infographic by Jessica Russo. Source image by the Sustainability Consortium and the Responsible Battery Coalition.

Figure 8: Model for Closed-Loop Recycling for Lead-Acid Batteries in the European Union
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Infographic by Jessica Russo. Source image by the Sustainability Consortium and the Responsible Battery Coalition.
Topic 4: Reduce demand and improve material efficiency for personal vehicles

Topic 4 Top-Line Actors and Recommendations:

Policies that promote efficient passenger EVs and alternate modes of transportation can increase mobility options and access while reducing the amount of minerals needed. One analysis found that implementing such policies can reduce the amount of lithium needed to decarbonize the U.S. transportation system by 18–66 percent by 2050.  

- More efficient EVs require smaller batteries and less battery materials, but personal vehicle trends are shifting toward larger, less efficient vehicles. Federal fuel economy and emissions standards should be updated to ensure that stringencies for sport-utility vehicles (SUVs) and pickup trucks match those for sedans and wagons and incentivize vehicle manufacturers to sell the most efficient vehicles.

- More-efficient EVs compound mineral demand reduction by also reducing the grid generation and transmission expansion needed to accommodate transportation electrification. Transmission infrastructure is forecast to be the second-most mineral-intensive part of the clean energy transition, behind EVs.

- EV carshare programs, like Evie Carshare in Minneapolis and Saint Paul, complement transit, biking, and walking and make it more feasible for individuals and households to own fewer vehicles, thereby decreasing demand for gas-powered and electric cars.

- Current federal investments in transportation disproportionately favor road expansion over alternate, shared, and electric transportation infrastructure. Formulas must be updated to shift investment toward underfunded projects and operation and maintenance of existing public transit.

- To maximize the climate, equity, and safety benefits of transportation investments, those investments must be paired with complementary land-use reforms, policies, and programs—such as zoning law reforms that incentivize dense, transit-oriented, and mixed-use development—that ease expansion of mobility choices beyond privately owned vehicles.

Figure 9: Offering Alternate Transportation Options Reduces the Amount of Minerals Needed per Person

DEMAND REDUCTION STRATEGIES

Infographic by Jessica Russo.
The United States is an extremely car-dependent nation. Electrifying the current transportation system in the United States would require a lot of individually owned electric vehicles, and therefore a lot of battery minerals. Reducing the number of individual vehicles people need to get around will reduce the amount of minerals needed to fully electrify the transportation system. Undoing the legacy of car dependence will require significant shifts in transportation infrastructure investment strategies and policy changes at all levels of government to provide diverse mobility choices and influence how much people in the United States need and choose to drive. Passenger EVs will still play a significant role in decarbonizing transportation in the United States alongside alternate modes of transportation like electric bikes and buses. Therefore, decision makers should advance policies that make it more desirable to travel by the most efficient passenger EVs as well as by electrified public transit, biking, walking, and carshare and other forms of shared mobility; they should also advance policies that reduce per-vehicle energy use, thereby reducing the battery materials required to power a rapidly growing electric vehicle market. A recent analysis by the Climate and Community Project found that taking these actions could reduce the amount of lithium needed to decarbonize the U.S. transportation system by 18–66 percent by 2050.292

**Issue Area 4.1: Encourage use of the most energy-efficient personal vehicles**

Just as some fossil fuel-powered vehicles get higher mileage per gallon, thus reducing demand for gasoline, different EV designs get different miles per kilowatt-hour (kWh). More-efficient EVs can travel the same distance with smaller batteries, and therefore less battery materials, than less-efficient EVs. Existing light-duty electric vehicles have a large range of efficiencies, consuming 25 to 40 kWh of electricity for every 100 miles traveled, or 62 to 150 miles per gallon energy-equivalent (the number of miles a vehicle can travel on 33 kWh—the same energy content as a gallon of gasoline).293 Unfortunately, the personal vehicle market has shifted to larger vehicles that demand more energy and get the fewest miles per gallon or kWh, undermining climate goals and increasing material demand for all new vehicles, including battery materials for new electric vehicles.294

Even though fuel economy is at a record high for both gas-powered and electric vehicles, horsepower and vehicle footprint and weight are also at record highs, which undermines fuel economy improvements for all types of light-duty vehicles. Further, personal vehicle markets are trending away from more-efficient passenger sedans and wagons (down to 26 percent in 2021 compared with 50 percent in 2013) and toward less-efficient truck SUVs which now hold 45 percent of the total light-duty vehicle market share.295 Pickups (16 percent market share), car SUVs (increasing market share), minivans, and vans (decreasing market share) make up the remainder of the personal vehicle market.296 These trends not only have offset some of the fleetwide emissions benefits from improved fuel economies but also have implications for mineral demand for electric vehicles, as larger and heavier vehicles will require larger and heavier batteries to achieve the same range as smaller vehicles.

Policies should be strengthened to encourage vehicle manufacturers to build and sell the most-efficient and lowest-emission vehicles. Fuel economy and emissions standards for vehicles should account for the energy and emissions associated with electricity production. To meet the standards, automakers would be incentivized to engineer vehicles to use as little energy as possible.

Vehicle fuel economy and emission standards should also remove incentives for automakers to sell larger vehicles. Currently passenger cars such as sedans and wagons are held to tougher standards than larger SUVs and pickup trucks, and the gap between the standards encourages automakers to up-size their offerings to ease regulatory compliance.297 State and federal vehicle regulators have the tools to eliminate these incentives that increase battery demand in EVs.

**Issue Area 4.2: Reduce demand for personal vehicles**

If people can easily get where they need to go without owning a vehicle, they will need fewer vehicles overall and less of the materials used to build them. The United States can use several strategies to provide mobility choices that decrease the need for gas-powered and electric personal vehicles.

**Strategy: Implement electric vehicle carsharing programs**

Private carshare options like Zipcar, Turo, and Getaround allow people to use shared vehicles or borrow other people’s vehicles for anywhere from an hour to days at a time. EV carshare programs can be used to complement transit, biking, and walking and can make it more feasible for individuals and households to own fewer vehicles. However, it is important to distinguish carshare options from rideshare options like Uber and Lyft, whose environmental impacts to date are mixed.298
Publicly owned or subsidized carshare programs can be tailored to meet public sector goals like improving zero-emissions transportation access in low-income communities of color. For example, Evie Carshare is an all-electric carsharing program in Minneapolis and Saint Paul, Minnesota, for unemployed, underemployed, and low-income people. Designed with heavy input from local communities, it is managed by the city of Saint Paul and operated by local nonprofit Hourcar. Evie Carshare is paired with the EV Spot curbside charging network and was made possible by a combination of funding sources including federal, state, and local support, national grants, and the Bloomberg Philanthropies American Cities Climate Challenge.299 This program demonstrates how collaborative funding, transportation electrification, and shifting away from private car use can benefit underserved communities in terms of both resource access and reduced pollution exposure. For programs like this to be successful, many innovative elements must come together—including institutional capacity building, funding, inclusive community engagement, program design, and careful implementation.

One study on electric carshare estimates that 1 carshare vehicle could result in 9 to 13 fewer private vehicles on the road, which means that expanding carsharing could reduce the current average of 1.9 privately owned cars per household—and therefore the number of batteries.300

Having the right types of vehicles at locations and times that suit individual transportation needs is key to an efficient and appealing carsharing program.301 For households, expanded carsharing programs including peer-to-peer (personal vehicle) sharing as well as one-way carsharing services (allowing trips to begin and end at different spots) could be useful tools. For instance, an electric truck carshare program could allow people to own a smaller EV that meets most of their transportation needs and still have access to larger vehicles for specific uses like moving or road trips.

### Issue Area 4.3: Improve and expand mobility choices

Enabling and encouraging a shift from driving private vehicles toward affordable, zero-emissions mobility choices can reduce total demand for battery materials. To maximize the climate, equity, and safety benefits of transportation investments, those investments must be paired with complementary land use reforms and other policies and programs that encourage low-carbon mobility choices, especially in larger U.S. cities and metropolitan regions. Strengthening mobility choices like walking, biking, and public transit will ultimately require investment and policy reform at all levels of government: local, metropolitan, state, and federal.

### Strategy: Reform zoning laws to promote density and mixed-use development

Zoning laws determine the type and density of developments different parcels of land can be used for. Not only are many zoning schemes outdated, but many were fueled by racism—designed to intentionally limit development and maintain low-density, wealthy, and white neighborhoods.302 Zoning laws should be updated to prioritize transit-oriented development—high-density development around existing public transit—and mixed-use development as well as general densification of housing. These zoning updates will improve planning and increase density of communities, which will make strategies to expand and improve alternative forms of transportation, discussed below, much more viable. Zoning updates could be coupled with incentives like permitting approval prioritization, reduced developer fees, and tax incentives to encourage higher-density land use and affordable housing, especially around existing public transit.

Parking availability is a major driver of vehicle use, and therefore a considerable and largely hidden fossil fuel subsidy.303 Planning techniques like transit-oriented development can improve public transit access and quality, thereby reducing the need for parking spaces. However, most commercial and residential building codes require that construction include a minimum number of parking spaces determined by formulas based on square footage, number of units, or occupancy.304 Eliminating or lowering these minimum parking requirements can help prioritize land for other uses and incentivize people to choose alternative transportation options over private vehicles. Minimum parking requirements could also be replaced by more community-centered investments such as green space, commercial or community space, housing, or other communal or public transportation amenities.
Strategy: Adopt policies and programs to encourage low-carbon mobility choices

As a complement to zoning reforms that can change the built environment over time, public and private sector actors alike have an important role to play in informing the public about affordable, low-carbon mobility choices and incentivizing those choices. Programs and policies designed for this purpose can range from sharing information about public transit options at the time of physical moves or job changes, to offering subsidies for monthly public transit passes, to imposing public requirements for employers to achieve certain mobility choice targets among their workforces. In combination, these policies and programs can play an important role in reducing demand for driving, and therefore the need for more vehicles and associated materials.

Strategy: Shift ongoing public investment away from highway expansions and toward walking, biking, public transit, EV charging, and shared mobility

Public investment in transportation disproportionately favors private vehicle–related infrastructure like road expansion over investment in public transit, walking and biking infrastructure, EV charging, and carshare and other shared mobility systems. Many public funds are already eligible to be spent on supporting low-carbon mobility choices. Yet states overwhelmingly choose to use transportation funds to play congestion “whack-a-mole,” widening roads only to see them get congested again a few years later and exacerbating direct displacement, traffic safety issues, and pollution in the process.

Breaking this cycle requires shifting public investment away from highways and toward walking, biking, and transit infrastructure by reallocating federal, state, and local funding to prioritize safe, affordable, and low-carbon mobility choices over polluting, inequitable, and costly highway expansions.

This shift in infrastructure investment toward public transit should be paired with a commensurate increase in funding for ongoing operation of public transit, to ensure that our most space-efficient transportation option can operate with sufficient frequency to be a reliable choice for as many travelers as possible. Investment in new infrastructure projects for public transit is important, but transit infrastructure is only as good as the services that run on it. Current federal funding is biased toward infrastructure, and most of the money eligible for operational expenses comes in the form of formula grants that prioritize infrastructure over service. The federal government should dedicate increased funding specifically for public transit operating costs to ensure that existing public transit infrastructure is used to its full potential.

Enacting strong climate and equity criteria in federal discretionary grant programs as well as in state-, metropolitan-, and local-level project prioritization can help ensure that ongoing transportation investments align with both climate goals and the needs and priorities of the most impacted communities.

Topic 5: Update current mining and extraction regulations, laws, standards, and practices in parallel with reducing demand for newly mined materials

Topic 5 Top-Line Actors and Recommendations:

Current mining regulations, laws, standards, and practices need to be brought into the 21st century to mitigate negative impacts to ecosystems, communities, and Indigenous People. Slowing the transition to EVs will not solve the root cause of mining-related issues, but the reliance of EVs on the mining industry can be used as impetus for much-needed reform.

- Congress should reform the Mining Law of 1872 through legislation like the Clean Energy Minerals Reform Act, and the Interagency Working Group on Mining Reform should exercise regulatory authority to ensure that mining and mine permitting (1) prioritizes land uses besides mining, especially on or adjacent to Indigenous sacred sites and resources, (2) requires free prior and informed consent from Indigenous People, along with community engagement, and (3) improves environmental standards.

- Federal grant programs and funding should support national lab and pilot projects that limit the environmental impacts of mining through development of alternate extraction methods, recovery of metals from mining waste, and improved by-product recovery efficiency.

- The White House should exercise authority over mining and waste management through special use permits, right of way, or land exchanges, and the Department of Interior and Bureau of Land Management should exercise existing authority over public land-use through the Organic Act. They should also require mining companies to adhere to best practices for mine siting and waste and tailings management and submit a waste management plan for each project as part of the permitting process.
Community organizations and local governments should facilitate legally binding contracts between mining companies and local and Indigenous communities; a good model is the Good Neighbor Agreement in Montana, which ensures engagement, impact monitoring, and a penalty structure for mining companies.\footnote{312}

Coalitions of downstream consumers like the First Movers Coalition and upstream shared markets like metal exchanges can incentivize mining companies to commit to voluntary standards for environmental and human rights due diligence as long-term regulatory and legislative reform processes are occurring.\footnote{313}

The strategies laid out in Topics 1, 2, 3, and 4 should be prioritized to reduce the amount of newly mined materials we need to support the growing EV market. Still, some amount of new mineral extraction will need to move forward in the United States and elsewhere to meet climate goals—in addition to the immense amount of mining that is already occurring today for countless materials and uses beyond EVs. This need must be carefully balanced with community impacts, Indigenous rights, and environmental concerns and will require immediate prioritization of mining regulation and legislative updates in the United States and elsewhere to protect people and ecosystems.

Safety standards and health protections for U.S. mine workers are an improvement over the conditions in many other countries, especially compared with small-scale copper and cobalt mining in the DRC, where child and forced labor practices have been documented.\footnote{314} However, because of insufficient National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) processes and outdated mining laws (i.e., the Mining Law of 1872), the U.S. mining industry (1) prioritizes extraction over other land uses, (2) monitors water use and contamination poorly and without independent oversight, (3) does not require stringent enough mining waste and tailings management, and (4) fail to provide sufficient information about potential impacts to communities.

As a result, the metals mining industry is the largest single source of toxic waste in the United States.\footnote{315} This waste can contaminate water, and tailings dams which contain piles of waste left over from hardrock mining can collapse, causing massive damage to the environment and local communities.\footnote{316} Mining processes can also be energy intensive, deplete water sources, and devastate biodiverse ecosystems—among those that are home to endangered species. Any new extraction projects occurring under the current regulatory structure are likely to cause future harm to the environment, and these impacts are especially felt by Indigenous communities. It is imperative these issues be remedied as new mining is being proposed and developed in the United States.

Of course, slowing the transition to electric transportation will not solve these mining challenges. Without EVs, extraction will still continue for minerals needed for countless items people use every day as well as for oil needed to power the current fossil fuel transportation system. Still, EVs could be the catalyst needed to bring mining reform efforts the attention and action they deserve.

**Issue Area 5.1: Limit environmental impacts of extraction**

All mines have some level of environmental impact.\footnote{317} When possible, the use of chemicals and pollutants should be minimized in mining processes, water use and contamination should be decreased, and waste should be contained and treated. Further, policymakers should utilize Indigenous land knowledge and encourage development and use of new technologies that can help limit the impacts of current extraction methods. Beyond that, decision makers will need to engage communities and evaluate potential environmental impacts, and they should leverage siting as a tool to avoid negative impacts on Indigenous and EJ communities, sensitive ecological areas, and watersheds. Mining companies should be penalized for lack of community engagement and waste management, which can be enforced through improved mining legislation and regulations.

**Strategy: Research alternate extraction methods**

Decision makers should support government grant programs and national labs that fund research, testing, and monitoring of alternate extraction methods that have the potential to decrease water use and waste and increase yield. One example is direct lithium extraction. This method uses electrochemical processes such as ion exchange, which can remove lithium from brine within hours rather than months.\footnote{318} Direct lithium extraction also has the potential to be combined with power production from geothermal brines. For this process, geothermal energy plant operators would use direct extraction technologies to remove lithium from brines pumped up during the energy production process and then reinject the rest of the brine back into the ground, forming a closed loop.\footnote{319} This process is being developed and tested in many places around the world including California’s Salt evaporation ponds on Bristol Dry Lake where Standard Lithium Ltd. is capturing lithium from brine.
Salton Sea in Coachella Valley and Imperial Valley. This technology has the potential to provide new mineral supplies while offering benefits to communities and reducing harms to the environment.\textsuperscript{320}

However, these improvements are not a given. Communities surrounding the project must be engaged early and often during project development, community feedback must be implemented, and funding must be provided for outreach, workforce training programs, and any other resources requested by the community. Otherwise, the potential benefits of new projects could end up being overshadowed by negative impacts.

**Strategy: Recover metals from mining waste and improve by-product recovery efficiency**

Many critical minerals and rare earth elements crucial for clean energy technologies—including electric vehicle drive trains—are typically obtained as a by-product; they are extracted from ores that primarily contain a different mineral. For example, cobalt is usually sourced as a by-product of copper and nickel mining.\textsuperscript{321} However, since they are found in trace amounts in mining operations that are focused on obtaining another mineral, often these by-products are not recovered efficiently, or at all, during initial extraction and processing of ores.\textsuperscript{322} Therefore, waste produced during mining often contains reasonable sizeable amounts of critical materials that are left behind.\textsuperscript{321}

Treating existing waste streams not only increases mineral yields but also decreases the impact these wastes have on the environment and can help transform linear economies into circular economies.\textsuperscript{321} For example, researchers at West Virginia University are developing technologies that can recover rare earth elements from toxic acid mine drainage that is already produced at existing mines; researchers have found that these elements exist in this waste in much higher concentrations than in the ores from which they are traditionally drawn as a by-product.\textsuperscript{325} Elsewhere, the company Nth Cycle is piloting electro-extraction technology that can increase mineral yields during upfront mining processes as well as from new and existing waste ponds.\textsuperscript{326}

It may be more efficient to channel new recovery technology research toward increasing recovery efficiencies from waste streams that already have recovery before exploring wastes that are not already processed for recovery due to very low mineral concentrations.\textsuperscript{320} Continuing with the cobalt example, cobalt has often been recovered from copper ores through inefficient flotation or smelting processes, so the resulting waste still contains cobalt.\textsuperscript{321} Reprocessing this waste that has already been a resource for cobalt is often cheaper and less environmentally harmful than exploiting new resources because it requires little to no new physical extraction processes, such as excavation or grinding, and cobalt concentrations in these wastes are often still higher than in new resources.\textsuperscript{322}

**Strategy: Require best practices for tailings management**

Tailings—mixtures of rock, trace minerals, water, and leftover chemicals from mining processes—can pose a threat to nearby communities and the environment.\textsuperscript{333} There are ways that tailings can be better managed to prevent harmful impacts. Tailings dams are named for the direction in which the subsequent dykes that form the dam are added relative to the first dyke. Tailings are often stored in an upstream design supported by dams, as illustrated in Figure 10. However, this design has a high failure rate because each separate tailings pile relies on the structural integrity of the previous one, and tailings contain liquid, which makes them less structurally sound.\textsuperscript{334} The failure of this kind of tailings dam has repeatedly resulted in toxic environmental pollution and loss of human life. For example, the failing of the Fundão tailings dam in Brazil in 2015 killed at least 19 people and impacted 1.4 million others due to waste deposits and destruction along a large corridor, damaging and polluting the ecosystem and impacting people’s homes and nature-related livelihoods.\textsuperscript{335} Because of incidents like this, upstream dams are illegal in a few countries including Brazil and Chile.\textsuperscript{336}

Where possible, tailings storage methods that are underground rather than at surface level, like backfilling or using mined-out pits, should be implemented. If storage must

**PATHWAY FOR ADVOCACY: MORATORIUMS ON TRADITIONAL BRINE EXTRACTION METHODS IN WATER-STRESSED AREAS**

Brine evaporation—a process that extracts minerals by evaporating surface water or groundwater that is heavy in salts and minerals—is reasonably thought to exacerbate water and ecological stress in surrounding environments. According to UNESCO’s World Commission on the Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology, “When human activities may lead to morally unacceptable harm that is scientifically plausible but uncertain, actions shall be taken to avoid or diminish that harm.”\textsuperscript{327} Following this logic, the extraction industry should have to prove that brine extraction does not harm the environment around their operation before being allowed to proceed.\textsuperscript{328} Moratoriums on brine evaporation extraction methods in water-stressed areas should be mandated by permitting agencies and land-use regulators. These moratoriums would likely apply more to operations outside of the United States, especially in South America, where brine extraction for lithium is more common.\textsuperscript{329} Methods like direct lithium extraction that waste less water should be prioritized in these areas.
To ensure safer mining tailings management strategies, mining companies should be required to develop best practices for waste management and present a site-specific plan for a project before receiving a permit. In addition to stricter waste management standards during ongoing extraction, these best practices should include plans to minimize water waste and contamination throughout all stages of a mine’s life—including initial exploration and drilling phases before extraction begins as well as post-closure (i.e., after mining companies are no longer extracting minerals from a mine site). These plans should account for increased risks of extreme weather events due to climate change. Companies should need to prove that they have adequate financial assurances to cover any reclamation costs, long-term treatment, or other remedies linked to waste contamination that could occur in normal operations or if tailings storage facilities fail.

Further, decision makers should evaluate pathways to exercise more control over using public land for waste tailings dumping. The Clinton administration tried to restrict land that could be used for waste dumping under its overhaul of hardrock mining regulations, but the Bush administration that followed removed this restriction and eliminated other pathways for rejecting mining proposals. As recommended in a report by Earthworks, the White House could exercise authority over mining and waste management through tools like special use permits, rights-of-way, or land exchanges, and agencies like the Department of Interior and Bureau of Land Management could use existing authority over public land use provided through legislation such as the Organic Act. Any resulting regulations should specify stricter standards for waste tailings dumping and designate protected areas such as certain watersheds or areas in proximity to Indigenous lands and peoples.

**Strategy: Utilize purchasing power to encourage improved global practices**

Currently, industry actors and the federal government are pushing to increase minerals extraction within U.S. borders, as evidenced by IRA provisions, such as the 30D Clean Vehicles Tax Credit, that tie access to consumer tax credits for EVs to North American production of batteries and battery materials. However, there are often barriers in terms of location, quantity, and quality of reserves in the United States. Another option that should be explored is procuring minerals from other countries that are working to implement stronger sustainability and human and
Indigenous rights protections. This way, the United States can access minerals for EV batteries and other clean energy technologies that may be hard to mine within its borders while encouraging transparency and data sharing.

**Issue Area 5.2: Protect Indigenous lands and include Indigenous communities in decision making**

Too often throughout U.S. history, Indigenous People were forced to experience extreme physical, emotional, and cultural harms due to development and use of their lands without consent. These issues are ongoing in the mining industry today, as seen in the current struggle to protect the lands of the Shoshone and Paiute peoples from lithium mining in Nevada.248

Action is needed to ensure that this trend does not continue as we seek to supply key transition minerals in the United States. Some 97 percent of nickel, 89 percent of copper, 79 percent of lithium, and 68 percent of cobalt reserves lie within 35 miles of Native American reservations within U.S. borders.249 Indigenous People are rarely properly consulted or engaged throughout the mining planning process.250 Beyond the lack of engagement, communities, especially outside the United States, have experienced direct violations of their rights and safety in response to their protests of mining operations, with protest leaders and their families especially subject to violent attacks carried out by mining companies or other groups, like police or private security, believed to be acting on their behalf.251 The Business & Human Rights Resource Centre’s Transition Minerals Tracker shows that human rights defenders (i.e., land and environmental defenders, affected community members, journalists, labor leaders, and other activists speaking out against improper business practices), particularly Indigenous rights defenders, were especially likely to be harassed and denied basic rights.252 This means that without action, EV supply chains will be linked to rights and safety issues just like those that have been documented in fossil fuel supply chains.253

Updated mining regulations must incorporate proper engagement requirements to involve and educate local communities and obtain consent, and they must require regular monitoring of mining companies and sites for any violations of requirements or rights. Engagement and monitoring requirements can also be incorporated through legally binding contracts between mining companies, local community organizations, and tribes, like the Good Neighbor Agreement in Montana that allows responsible mining on Crow, Cheyenne, and Blackfoot lands while protecting the quality of life of Indigenous and rural communities.254 There should be a penalty structure for mining companies that fail to keep communities informed, manage waste appropriately, and protect Indigenous resources.

**Strategy: Ensure free prior and informed consent**

Pursuing free prior and informed consent (FPIC) is key to ensuring that Indigenous People are properly included in decision making processes that involve their lands, livelihoods, and resources. A United Nation’ report titled *Thematic Advice on the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples* explains FPIC well: “The element of ‘free’ implies no coercion, intimidation or manipulation; ‘prior’ implies that consent is obtained in advance of the activity associated with the decision being made, and includes the time necessary to allow Indigenous peoples to undertake their own decision-making processes; ‘informed’ implies that Indigenous peoples have been provided all information relating to the activity and that that information is objective, accurate and presented in a manner and form understandable to Indigenous peoples; ‘consent’ implies that Indigenous peoples have agreed to the activity that is the subject of the relevant decision, which may also be subject to conditions.”255

FPIC is more than just a concept. It represents the rights to process as protected under the International Labor Organization Convention 169 and the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.256 Additionally, President Biden signed a memorandum committing to strengthening the Nation-to-Nation relationship by respecting tribal self-governance and conducting regular tribal consultation.257 This memorandum built on an executive order from 2000 and a presidential memorandum from 2009 by requiring federal agencies to engage in tribal consultation to develop action plans for continued tribal engagement. Since this memorandum was signed in January of 2021, 80 agencies have submitted plans for compliance to the Office of Management and Budget.258 Federal agencies issue mining permits, so they must continue to increase proactive engagement with Indigenous People to prevent harmful impacts.

**Strategy: Prioritize specific protections for Indigenous cultural resources**

As mentioned above, there will always be some level of contamination and risk associated with mining waste. Therefore, specific protections should be in place to ensure that mines are not sited in the path of Indigenous cultural or shared resources like sacred sites and bodies of water. A good starting example is the Sacred Sites Memorandum of Understanding signed by eight federal agencies in November 2021. This agreement builds a framework for agencies to protect Indigenous sacred sites by identifying opportunities for these sites to be considered in any federal decision-making process that could have a regulatory or policy outcome and by requiring each agency to hold consultations with tribal nations if their actions have a chance of impacting Indigenous communities.259 Another part of protecting cultural resources is ensuring that land-use regulations balance mining proposals with other land uses. The still in force Mining Law of 1872 prioritizes mining over all other land uses and must be reformed to appropriately consider other land-use needs and protect Indigenous resources.260
Issue Area 5.3: Reform outdated laws and regulations

Mining regulations in the United States are in need of an update. The most recent law on the books is the Mining Law of 1872. There are two ongoing parallel reform efforts in the United States—one legal and one regulatory—to alleviate the negative effects of mining.

Strategy: Reform the U.S. Mining Law of 1872

The Mining Law of 1872 is the United States’s most recent legislation governing mining. Further, at the time of its passage, it was not intended to be a complete governance tool for the mining sector. The 1872 Congress used the Mining Law to bolster belief in manifest destiny and to validate and continue decades of mistreatment of Indigenous People. To illustrate the federal government’s land-use priorities in the years leading up to the Mining Law, in 1863 it forced the Nez Perce Tribe to sign the “steal treaty,” which reduced their homeland by 90 percent for mining purposes and allowed the government and others to seize and profit from the tribe’s resources. The Mining Law perpetuates this detrimental and severely outdated attitude since it continues to treat mining as the “highest and best use” of most federal lands which make up about 15 percent of the entire United States (more than 350 million acres, over twice the size of Texas) and allows companies to use public lands for extraction without requiring royalties or rent.

Congress is currently considering updating this legislation through the Clean Energy Minerals Reform Act of 2023, introduced in the House by Rep. Raúl M. Grijalva (D-Ariz.) and in the Senate by Sen. Martín Heinrich (D-N.M.). The bill would reform the existing archaic standards by including land leasing and royalty systems, industry financing of cleanup of waste, tribal consultation and land protection, and environmental and reclamation standards. Similar bills have come up in Congress in the past, and any future iterations of this bill should be uplifted and advocated for where opportunities are available.

New language needs to be incorporated into any reform of the Mining Law to ensure that it prioritizes other land uses besides mining, requires Indigenous input on mining planning—including the right to say no to a project—and mandates the protection of lands and watersheds. Mining reform should also modernize the staking and discovery process, formalize permitting within land management agencies, impose royalties on publicly owned resources, significantly improve environmental performance standards, and ensure that frontline communities have access to a transparent and robust review process that makes their voices, concerns, and perspectives part of the permitting process.

Solving Permitting Issues by Identifying the Primary Cause of Delays

Permitting delays are often cited as a barrier to deployment of all types of clean energy technologies, including mining for battery minerals. First off, typical mining permitting times are much shorter than most people may realize. The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) did a study on hardrock mining permitting for mines approved from 2010 to 2014 on Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Forest Service lands. It found that the average time for approval was only two years, and 81 percent of mines approved in those years were approved in three years or less. When significant delays did occur during the permitting process, GAO also looked into the primary causes of those delays, and neither environmental impact reviews (i.e., the NEPA process) nor the on-the-ground permitting process carried out by land management agencies were a source of meaningful delay. Another study, in the Columbia Journal of Environmental Law, analyzed 41,000 NEPA decisions from 2004 to 2020 and found that when significant delays occurred, they were more often caused by “inadequate agency budgets, staff turnover, delays receiving information from permit applicants, and compliance with other laws.”

In short, delays are less common that people may think, and when delays do occur, lack of funds and staff at agencies responsible for permitting is the primary driver. The Climate Law (IRA) provides a total of $1.2 billion in additional funding to ensure that federal agencies can conduct robust environmental reviews and public engagement on large projects that use federal funds or are on federal lands. The money was allocated to the individual agencies that are responsible for environmental reviews specifically for those purposes. However, not all of that funding will impact the mining permitting process, and the funding alone will not solve the ongoing issues with mining permitting in the United States. Permitting reform that attempts to weaken NEPA by limiting multi-agency and public engagement processes or the time or scope of review can actually have the opposite of the desired effect (reduced permitting timelines) and lead to more conflicts, more lawsuits, and greater delays.

Solving issues and delays relating to mining permitting will require:

- Retaining and growing agency expertise on permitting and environmental review.
- Increasing staffing within agencies for permitting and environmental review.
- Clarity and guidance for what steps need to be taken and what types of information must be submitted to relevant agencies during the permitting process.
- Improved interagency coordination and cooperation (via such groups as the Interagency Working Group on Mining).
- Earlier and deeper community engagement (NEPA is the best available existing tool to facilitate and guide this process).
Strategy: Reform federal agency regulations

On the regulatory side, DOI’s Bureau of Land Management and the Department of Agriculture’s U.S. Forest Service have both been given the authority to manage hardrock mining on their respective lands through the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 and the Forest Service Organic Act of 1897. Data from these agencies shows total of 872 authorized mines on federal lands.

DOI is leading an interagency partnership to reform mining regulation through public land-use rules. It released a request for comments, which were due in 2022, to solicit public input. Opportunities like these to influence regulation reform are valuable for bringing much-needed environmental protections and community engagement and consent into permitting processes and preventing harmful extraction practices on specific lands that are extremely valuable as cultural, ecological, or water resources. The interagency working group should take these comments into account and continue to engage local and Indigenous communities, environmental and mining experts, and civil society organizations as it undertakes the reform process.

Issue Area 5.4: Incentivize voluntary supply chain standards

Mining reform through federal and international governing bodies is the ultimate goal, and advocates have been working on this for many years. In the near term, companies can proactively adopt voluntary standards for environmental and human health due diligence. Existing standards can provide a means for material buyers to evaluate suppliers and can incentivize those suppliers to adhere to existing standards. However, according to a report by the Berkeley Law and Natural Resource Governance Institute, while standards and initiatives “are collectively sufficient to promote good sustainability practice, their breadth and diversity also creates a significant coordination challenge in tracking adherence, comparing performance, and exchanging information across multiple initiatives.”

Additionally, focusing on voluntary standards alone can distract from the ultimate mission of codifying human rights and environmental protections in laws that are properly implemented. Voluntary standards should be encouraged as a supplemental stepping stone on a path to building truly sustainable supply chains for transition minerals through mandatory standards.

There are many existing standards that industry actors can adhere to. Different standards cover different materials, entities, geographical areas, and content such as human rights, labor violations, local economic impacts, or environmental protections. Navigating these differences can be challenging for mineral purchasers such as battery cell manufacturers or automakers. The best standards will include continuous third-party monitoring and compliance determination, stepped compliance levels, and penalties for noncompliance. Without these components, it is difficult to determine compliance and can lead to greenwashing if companies say they meet certain standards without an independent party to confirm their claims. Mechanisms outlined below for helping mining companies and downstream buyers determine which voluntary standard suits them best can help maximize impact.

Comparing Voluntary Supply Chain Standards to Aid Decision Making

NRDC has developed a tool to compare existing supply chain standards based on the EV battery supply chain standards taxonomy framework outlined by the U.C. Berkeley Center for Law, Energy, and the Environment and the Natural Resource Governance Institute in their report Priorities to Improve the Electric Vehicle Battery Supply Chain. This tool is a matrix designed to compare existing human and labor rights initiatives and standards based on categories such as supply chain actors, minerals, and environmental and human rights priorities. The goal of the tool is to help companies decide which standard(s) would be best for them to adopt given their role in the mineral supply chain and the goals they hope to achieve through standard adoption (e.g., eliminate forced labor or increase transparency). NRDC initially used this tool to compare four existing standards—the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Due Diligence Guidance, the Responsible Minerals Assurance Process of the Responsible Minerals Initiative, the Dodd-Frank Act, and E.U. Conflict Minerals Regulations. Any opportunity to consider additional standards, to include more comprehensive issues, or to refine decision-making processes for material consumers or mining companies, either internally or by another party or coalition, should be supported.

Strategy: Leverage market demand and consumer preferences to incentivize mining companies to adopt voluntary standards

Coalitions of downstream consumers and upstream shared markets can be a tool to encourage mining companies to commit to voluntary standards. For example, the First Movers Coalition discussed in Topic 3—a partnership between the U.S. State Department and companies that want to procure lower-impact products by incentivizing commitment from supply chain actors—could require that mining companies meet certain standards to qualify for their procurement contracts. On the upstream end, investors, trading platforms, and exchanges could require adherence to certain standards for companies to participate. For example, the London Metal Exchange requires responsible sourcing for participation.
Transitioning our transportation sector from fossil fuel–dependent vehicles to EVs will mitigate the worst impacts of climate change and improve the health and quality of life for the most burdened communities living near rail yards, highways, and ports. It will also reduce the environmental, economic, and human rights impacts of oil extraction and spills. With more than 30 percent of current U.S. GHG emissions coming from transportation, the transition to EVs is a crucial piece of climate action.⁴⁷⁸

However, the mineral extraction, material processing, and manufacturing of EV batteries come with their own set of harmful impacts. Demand for EVs—and EV batteries—is growing. We currently have an important window of opportunity to implement policies that improve extraction practices, support new battery technologies, promote reuse and recycling, and provide diverse mobility options that reduce demand for battery minerals and set up the regulatory environment and infrastructure required for a circular economy before the number of retired EV batteries grows exponentially. U.S. decision makers must adopt and implement these policies to limit the impacts of EV battery supply chains, so that we can meet climate and air quality goals while protecting already overburdened environmental justice communities and Indigenous People from shouldering additional harmful impacts.
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